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Health Fair draws a crowd
at fourteenth annual event
By Valerie Kalfrin
Staffwriter

A student is examined by a chiropractic organization at the Health Fair. The fair had a large
turnout this year at its fourteenth anniversary. Students faculty, and members of the surrounding
communities attended the fair, held in the Student Center Ballrooms.

Eyewitnesses give account
o f the 1988 Chilean election
By Maggie Mooney
Correspondent
On Oct. 28, Dr. Paul Sig
mund and Barbara Sigmund,
eyewitnesses of the election in
Chile, held a lecture regarding
these elections in Kops Lounge,
Russ Hall.
Dr. Paul Sigmund is the
director of Latin-Am erican
studies at the University of
Princeton. His wife, Barbara, is
the mayor of the Borough of
Princeton.
Barbara Sigmund set the
political atmosphere for the
Chile elections of 1988 by
discussing the changes in the
streets of Chile.
“In 1967, Chile was demo
cratically and politically alive.

The people of Chile played
politics as a national sport. By
1973, the national sport was
done in, with Colonel Pinochet
coming to power. The dictator
ship had set in, and the country
was repressed,” she said.
“ In 1988, when Pinochet
needed to be elected, there was
a change in the streets; the
streets were very clean, all signs
of the dictatorship were gone.
There was, however, a change
in the people—all sense of
liveliness had disappeared,” she
added.
Dr. Paul Sigmund explained
the country’s radical reforma
tion. “Colonel Pinochet needed
to be elected, therefore he
cleaned the streets, lowered
inflation, paved roads, and had

houses built. Colonel Pinochet’s
strategy was to identify himself
with Chile. He was able to do
this by advertising that a vote
for Pinochet was a vote for
Chile.”
A civic crusade was formed
with funding from the National
Foundation for Democracy, a
U.S. organization, B arbara
Sigmund said. The civic crusade
strived to get the opposition to
Colonel Pinochet recognized
while at the same time trying
to register as many voters as
possible, she added.
Barbara Sigmund said this
was done through a series of
rock’n roll concerts. By register
ing to vote, people were given
free concert tickets.
cont. on p. 6

Athletic department office in
fieldhouse produces student conflict
By Julia Di Martino
Staffwriter
The field house has under
gone a number of changes this
past year which have led to
controversy.
The recent dispute involves
two major issues, according to
a field house staff member. The
first issue concerns the use of
an office in the building. It is
used by John Blanton, MSC
track and field coach.
The other area of concern
involves the overuse of the
facility by athletic teams, the
staff member said.
This source spoke on behalf
of his fellow staff and the
students who use the field
house. Most of them feel the

office should not be occupied
by a coach, the staff member
said, because his actions are
directed towards an athletic
team rather than the student
population as a whole.
The staff member said the
office could be put to better use
as a conference room for stu
dents.
Joseph Santorine, campus
recreation specialist, comment
ed on the field house and its
purpose. The building is funded
soley by the students at MSC,
he said. An average of 126
students visit this facility Mon
day through Friday, he added.
The field house provides
MSC students with nautilis, free
wieghts, showers and whirl
pools on campus, according to
Santorine.

Director of Athletics, Greg
Lockhart, spoke of the changes
involving the field house. This
facility is under the supervision
of campus recreation. Up until
last year, campus recreation was
part of Student Activities. It is
presently associated with the
athletic department, he said.
Lockhart said the change in
management was made to im
prove the quality of student life.
He added that his department
could serve the student life more
efficiently because of the athletic
department’s experience in the
area of fitness and program
ming.
Blanton said he had no input
as to the location of his office.
The site of the office is due
to its proximity to the track,
cont. on p. 4

On Nov. 2, in the MSC
Student Center Ballrooms, stu
dents, faculty, and members of
the community visited the four
teenth annual Health Fair.
Representatives from nearly
forty local and national organ
izations, including the Mont
clair Community Hospital, the
Right to Life, and the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration
participated in the fair, which
ran from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
The fair had a successful
turnout, demonstrated by the
long lines outside the ballrooms
during the fair and the number
of people inside.
Sponsored by the Health
Professions Association (under
the supervision of the Depart
ment of Health Professions), the
fair gave these various organ
izations the opportunity to
answer questions and provide
information on their services
through pamphlets, videotapes,
and small exhibits.
Specialists were also on hand
to give students free screenings
in various areas of health. These
included blood pressure, blood
work (S.M.A.C. or Simultane
ous Multi Analyzer Channel, a
blood test which provides a
com plete blood chem istry
screening), a sickle cell screen
ing, oral cancer, skin cancer,
cholesterol, podiatry, dentistry,
a chiropractic screening, vision
tests, hearing tests, and cardi
ovascular activity.
Present at the Health Fair
was the Speidel Human Perfor
mance Laboratory, part of the
physical education department,
recreation and leisure studies.
Located in the basement of
Panzer Gym, the lab set up three
fitness evaluations, which were
monitored by students in the
teacher education and adult
fitness programs.

Professor Daniel AlejandroDe Leon, coordinator of the
laboratory, explained the three
evaluations. “The first (known
as Kraus-Weber or K-W tests,
which involved holding various
positions for up to ten seconds)
shows m inim um m uscular
strength, endurance, and flexi
bility. The second deals with
body composition, or fat.”
“The third shows aerobic
capacity-whether the person is
aerobically fit,” he said. Partic
ipants in this test were required
to ride specially-designed sta
tionary bicycles, know n as
ergometers, for ten minutes.
“The test is designed so the
workloads are increased until
the heartbeat plateaus between
120 and 150 beats per minute.
Then with a formula we can
predict what their (the partic
ipants’) aerobic capacity is.”
“Afterwards we give them an
exercise prescription to help
them in areas they are poor in,”
Alejandro-DeLeon said.
Reaction to the Health Fair
was positive from both the
professionals and the students,
although some criticisms were
offered as far as the amount of
time and advertising.
“I thought it was very edu
cational, especially our exhibit
(which showed the amount of
sugar in various foods),” said
Cathy Moyse, a food and nu
trition major who worked at the
MSC home economics depart
ment exhibit.
“I think it’s great that Mont
clair could give students the
opportunity to have their blood
pressure checked and their eyes
checked, because health is really
important,” Moyse added.
“I think it’s absolutely fantas
tic. Students, parents, and the
community can come in and
learn,” Kathryn Krill, the sub
urban health ed ucator for
Planned Parenthood, added. “I
cont. on p. 6

Catholic Campus Minister Father Art Humphrey and Dean of
Students Edward Martin attended the dedication ceremony for
a new room in Newman Center.
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'B aine's D e li ■
A Philadelphia tradition since 1910

NOW HIRING
Counter help/cashiers

No experience necessary
We offer:
>000000000000000000000

Paid holidays (fu ll/p a rt tim e em ployees)
Paid vacations (fu ll/p a rt tim e em ployees)
Flexible hours (choose your own)
Free meals
Easy access to public transportation
5 minutes from Montclair State College
Apply in person at Baine's Deli in the
W illow brook Moll or coll 812-0506
Ask for Jimm y or Bonnie
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Campus Police Report

Man in negligee harasses student

Sign-up sheets for interviewing with the following companies
can be found at Career Services, Student Center Annex, room
104.
Sign-up dates
Nov. 7-li
Nov. 7-11
Nov. 2-8
Nov. 2-8
Nov. 2-8
Nov. 3-9
Nov. 3-9
Nov. 4-10
Nov. 4-10
Nov. 7-11
Nov. 7-11

Company
Merrill Dow
Plessey Electronics
M.R. Weiser & Co.
Staff Accountant
Meldisco
Dist. Coordinator
Ailiznce Capital Mgmt.
Mgmt. Trainee
Prudential Ins. Co.
Career Special
Agent
Deluxe Check Printers
Prod. Mgmt.
Trainee
J.C. Penney Co., Inc.
Merch. Mgmt.
Trainee
Pequannock Mental
Health Center
U.S. Army Audit
Auditor
Met. Life Insurance
Sales Rep.
Mgmt. Trainee

To be able to sign up for any of these interviews you must
fill out Career Services registration forms and provide 10 copies
of your resume.
To improve your resume writing and interviewing skills, you
may attend seminars offered regularly by Career Services.

On Nov. 9, the English department will sponsor a reading
festival, panel, and symposium titled “Writing as Political
Expression.”
The festival will feature four distinguished writers, Grace

By Rob Tomeo
Staffwriter

male driving a different car. She
does not know who the male
is.

The campus police received a
report from a woman about an
incident that occurred on Oct.
17 at 2:30 a.m. on Quarry Road.
The woman was walking back
to her dorm from Clove Road
when a vehicle passed her and
stopped at lot 26.
The driver got out of the car,
approached her, and said, “Do
you think I’m sexy?” She dis
covered that he was wearing just
a negligee and she quickly ran
from the scene. The police have
no suspect.
A female student reported
two instances of being harrassed
by the same male to the campus
police. The first incident oc
curred on Oct. 20 at 6:30 p.m.
The student, who was parked
in lot 13, noticed a male driving
his car around in circles. He
eventually parked a couple of
spaces down from her. He
started to approach her and she
rolled down her window think
ing he was going to ask her for
directions. She thought his
behavior was strange and quick
ly rolled up her window and
drove off.
The second incident occurred
on Oct. 25 at 6:30 p.m. in lot
30. A car pulled up next to her
and she noticed it was the same

A Suzuki Samurai, stolen on
Oct. 15 or 16, was discovered
on the night of Oct. 17 under
the Goethals Bridge in Staten
Island. The car had been set on
fire and was completely des
troyed.
Between 2 a.m. and 4 a.m.
on Oct 16, a 1977 Toyota
Corolla in lot 28 was illegally
entered and a watch was taken
from the car. There also had
been a failed attempt to steal
the radio. The windshield of the
car was cracked and the rear
view mirror was broken
On Oct. 18, the campus police
discovered that a female MSC
student, who had found a pocketbook lost in 1987 by another
female, used the credentials in
the pocketbook to make an
MSC I.D. card on which the
age of the student was 21.
She in turn lost her wallet,
and when the police recovered
it, they found three different
I.D. cards bearing two different
names and two different pic
tures. The student is charged
with theft of mislaid property.
On Oct. 19, between 10 a.m.
and 3 p.m. in lot 28, a 1989 Audi
500 S was broken into, and a

tape player and radar detector
were stolen from it.
On Oct. 19 at 11:45 p.m. one
of the signs from a Domino’s
Pizza delivery car was stolen off
a vehicle parked outside the
Clove Road apartments. The
incident is under investigation.
On Oct. 20, between 9:30 a.m.
and 6:45 p.m., a 1986 Dodge
Colt was stolen form lot 20. The
abandoned car which was rec
overed the same evening by the
South Plainfield Police Depart
ment.
On Oct. 21 at 2:20 a.m. it was
discovered that someone dam
aged a Bohn Hall elevator by
taking the door off the track.
On the 15th floor, where the
damage was discovered, the
floor lounge had been vandal
ized.
A 1986 Nissan pickup truck
was broken into in lot 25
between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
on Oct. 25. A radio was stolen
from the truck.
On Oct. 27, between 3:00 p.m.
and 11:30 p.m. in lot 30, a 1967
Ford was broken into and a
stereo was stolen from it. When
the owner returned to her car,
she noticed 2 men sitting in a
pickup truck that was parked
diagonally to her car. They left
when they saw her approaching
the car.

“H om eless to H om e: Building a P ath ”

Montclair State College Public Policy Forum
Thursday, N ovem ber 1 0 ,1 9 8 8
from 8:30 am to 3:30 pm
at M ontclair State College
Student Center Ballroom s

‘CÍlifnraia Unmmiiir
danco/swiiii party7
N O VEM BER S T H A T 8PM
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BRING VOUR B A TH IN G S U IT S
FO R MORE INFO O A L L 6 4 1 - 1 9 2 2
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Purpose:The stark contrast between Homelessness and
a society of economic growth and prosperity confronts
us. This conference was conceived to help raise the level
of our understanding of the root causes of homelessness;to
assist in framing possible solutions to the housing
crisis;and to explore resources and networks acting on
emergency and long-range solutions.

Keynote Speaker: David Schwartz is a New Jersey
State Assemblyman, a Professor of Political Science at
Rutgers University, and author of "A New Housing Policy
for America: Reconstructing the American Dream"
Sponsored by the President's Office and the Political Science Department,
fo r further information, contact D avid O'Brien
at 893-7195
Pre-registration required by November 7
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Use o f fieldhouse questioned

cont. from p. 1
Lockhart said.
Audition date» at#
In response to this rationale,
the field house staff member
Houemben 8tk-6pm-7:30pm
asked, “Then why aren’t the
Houemben lOtk-opm-Spm (cat C)
softball, baseball and field
Hovemben
(co&e C)
hockey offices in the field house,
(CaMbacfo-Hovemben l7-6pm-8pm (Cat C)
instead of Panzer Gym? They
too should be closer to practice
areas.”
Att one ivetcome- to audition]
He also commented on usage
by the college’s athletic teams.
hibernation conlad-Kama SThe facility, which is geared
towards the student body as a
Wed.
whole, has been subjected to
overcrowding caused by the
>000»0000000000000000000 0 0 0 0 0000000000»000»0000j influx of athletes. It is possible
that this could be a result of the
field house being under the
athletic department, he added.
This is a major inconvenience
for students wishing to make use

(caje C)

l5ili-5{mi-6:30|NH

Fe* *uwe
at 893-4198 (Wwc. &

I2:00-Ipm)

Ckam

BSCU i» aCta»» 9 otujaniyationot UteSGA.

of the field house, said the staff
member. This problem could be
solved if they used Panzer Gym
when practicing as a team, the
staff member added.
Blanton sees no problem with
any team practicing in the field
house because they are students
as well as athletes.
Lockhart said he has no
difficulty with teams using the
field house as long as it occurs
during slow periods.
Students who frequent the
field house said that their work
out time will be shortened by
team usage. Their interests have
prompted them to organize and
distribute a petition citing this
problem and many others.

The document calls for an
extention of weekend hours,
maintenance of the facility,
updated equipment, and the
elimination of unsafe and worn
machines, the staff member
said.
According to Lockhart, plans
to improve facilities and extend
field house hours are in the
making. He added that in the
future, he hopes a sharing
relationship develops between
cam pus recreation, its new
department and students.
Lockhart said a meeting of
students, field house staff
members, John Blanton and
department officials may result
in a compromise that all in
volved could be satisfied with.
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Sexual assault discussed by
By Sharon Longinetti
Correspondent______
On Oct. 16, Mafy Taylor,
MSW, conducted a workshop
on sexual assault for the staff
of the Drop-In Center.
Taylor received her MSW
•from Rutgers University and
was employed at the Rape Crisis
Center of Middlesex County for
nine years before obtaining her
present position as Coordinator
of the Rape Care Program for
the State Department of Health.

Taylor discussed the imme
diate reactions of and possible
lasting effects on a person who
has been sexually assaulted. The
staff was also instructed on
counseling techniques th at
could be used with a person in
this situation.
Taylor stressed the impor
tance of a victim knowing all
options and possible conse
quences of reporting or not
reporting a sexual assault.
She stated that many victims
have a misconception that re

BEOVER
4 0 AND
LOVEIT1
Kaplans LSAT prep
course helps more students
score "over 40” than any
other test prep firm any
where. Call!

1KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL (INTER LTD.

LSA T Class Beginning 11/3
Call 488-4778

porting the assault means prose
cuting the perpetrator and going
to court. She added that only
one in five rapes is reported and,
through plea-bargaining, only
ten percent of them ever go to
trial.
Taylor also discussed the
initial reactions of the victims.
The person may experience a
great deal of fear which is
elicited by feelings of powerless
ness and a total loss of control
over his/her own destiny.
The reality of an attacker
being able to decide if a victim
lives or dies is emotionally
shattering, Taylor said. Victims
can also feel violated, unclean,
ashamed and even guilty. The
guilt stems from thinking that
there may have been a way to
avoid the attack or that in some
way the attack was provoked,
she added.
Taylor went on to discuss the
feelings of victims in the weeks
following a sexual assault.

Many times victims cannot deal
with the feelings that accom
pany the after-effects of an
attack and may even deny that
it occurred.
According to Taylor, victims
may resort to feelings of total
isolation. The victims expect to
be misunderstood by people
who they feel cannot possibly
understand their experience and
consequent feelings.
She stressed that during pe
riods of isolation, it is impera
tive that the victims have a
support group. This would
include significant others who
can express understanding,
attempt in helping the victim
cope, and just simply “be there”.
Many times victims feel as
though they are “falling apart”
and experience persistent fear,
anxiety, irritability, depression,
eating and/or sleeping distur
bances which are sometimes in
the form of nightmares where
the victim relives the whole
terrifying experience, she said.

According to Taylor, the
most “healthy” feeling a victim
can experience is anger, for the
expression of anger is an indi
cation that the victim has turned
the blame of the assault onto
the perpetrator.
She also emphasized the fact
that every victim needs to deal
with the incident in his/her own
time and way. A victim needs
to be supported in any way
possible. Different counseling
techniques to achieve this feel
ing of support were also dis
cussed.
If you or someone you know
has been sexually assaulted, said
Taylor, help is available.
The Drop-In Center provides
emergency intervention, as well
as information and referrals on
this issue.
The Drop-In Center (a ser
vice of the SGA) is located
between Richardson Hall and
the Student Center. It is open
24 hours, seven days a week,
and the phone number is 8935271.

Crafts Show Applications
The 1988 Crafts Show will be held on Thur.,Dec. 1.
Student participation is welcome in this show, as well as faculty and staff input. This is a great
opportunity for art majors or people who have a craft-making hobby to display their talents.
Ideas for possible displays are endless: tie-dyed T-shirts, woven bracelets, original clothing designs,
unique jewelcry,or whatever suits your fancy.
Applications for the 1988 Crafts Show can be obtained from Vera Brenten, Russ Hall 106,
or by calling 893-4314. The deadline for applications is Nov. 14. There is a table fee of $20.

$$$ HIGHEST PAY RATES $$$
You see them
on the street.

SUMMER SAVINGS RUNNING
LOW ALREADY?...
WHY NOT WORK TEMPORARY?

You watch
them on T.V
You might
even vote for
You think
they're people

'WORK AROUND TOUR CLASSES
'M A N Y TYPES OF JOBS AVAILABLE
'JO B S LOCATED ALL OVER BERGEN COUNTY
'B U ILD UP YOUR RESUME
'W IN A 1989 FORD PROBE OR OTHER PRIZES
'IM PRO VE YOUR SKILLS WITH ASSIST
'P A ID HOLIDAYS
'$100 BONUS OPPORTUNITY

L7c a u VVIUllg.

CALL TODAY!
ijwk*|j|*

PARAMUS 261-2717
ENG. C LIFFS 833-0877

M0NTVALE 391-3532
O P E N S FR ID A Y AT A T H E A T R E N E A R Y O U .
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restaurant kitchen & service team:

SGA News

Chile elections

NJSA press conference fails
By Perry Del Vecchio
Correspondent______

The New Jersey Students
Associaton press conference did
not turn out as planned last
Thursday. The schools who
intended to plan the event,
failed to do so.
Due to the lack of press
coverage, the SGA of Montclair
State College has decided to
distribute news releases to the
local media, as well as The
Board of Higher Education and
Govenor Kean. The next NJSA
meeting will be held at William
Paterson State College, Nov.
¡17.
j

i As of Nov. 28 there will be
¡no overnight parking in Lot 17.
¡This space is located next to
jBlanton Hall. The lot has been
designed for commuter usage
only. A warning will be issued
by Campus Police which, if
| ignored, will result in towing.
SGA legislator Mary Santorella organized a meeting with
, business students, Tom Mergola and an adm inistration
representative. The meeting
discussed the effects of the Bond
issue to the campus.

The students who attended
the meeting felt the business
department would not receive
anything from this proposition.
They were concerned that
since the business department
has the largest enrollment at
MSC it would not receive a new
building big enough to accom
odate the majority of business
classes.
The students were reminded
that the Bond Issue would
benefit the entire campus.

cont. from p. 1
In 48 days, 24 concerts were
given; 7.4 million people were
registered by the end of six
weeks as compared to the two
million before the start of the
civic crusade, she said.
The election turn-out was
enormous, she said. Ninetyeight percent of those who
registered to vote did vote, and
Colonel Pinochet was defeated.
In December of 1989, there
will be another election; the
opposition already has a com
mon man ready to run against
Colonel Pinochet in hopes of
successfully defeating Colonel
Pinochet again, Barbara Sig
mund added.

EARN UP TO:

$

0

0

0

+

PER HOUR
BENNIGAN’S in Fairfield is NOW HIRING for all positions
on our:

KITCHEN & SERVICE TEAM
If you’re interested in joining an up-scale working
environment, we’d like to speak with you!

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
‘ Excellent training ‘ flexible schedules ‘ top benefits ‘ meal
discounts ‘ plus many others
CALL OR STOP BY TODAY
Day or Night at

The legislature approved two
appropriations last night. The
first appropriation was $2000
intended for repairs and maintainance of capital equipment.
The SGA Service Contract Line
would handle this task.

w o g a m

I®

646 Fairfield Market Square in Fairfield
equal opportunity employer, m / {

The second appropriation
allowed for the purchase of a
copier for $1584. This new piece
of equipment would replace the
old copier at the SGA office,
which is no longer working.
The SGA encourages all
eligible voters not only to vote,
but to aid the passage of the
Jobs / C om petiveness/Educa
tion Bond Issue.

Sum m er Jobs
Hiring Now!!
Positions available at
top day camp in
Morris County.
Outstanding salary.
June 26-August 18,
Mon.-Fri., 9:00-4:00.
*D A N C E AND CREATIVE
M O VEM ENT SPECIALIST
*t>RAM A SPECIALIST
^WATERFRONT DIRECTOR
*T E N N IS INSTRUCTORS
*ATNLETIC SUPERVISORS
* 8 0 Y ’S HEAD COUNSELOR
—

i-r

CALL TODAY:—
2 0 1 -9 9 4 -3 8 9 7

Trip to China
MSC is pláng a trip to China, from Dec. 27, 1988 through Jan. 15, 1989.
Students and a limited number of non-students will have the opportunity to experience the
fascinating cultures of China and Southeast Asia, Bangkok, and Singapore on a trip arranged
by Ellen Mohammed of Montclair State College’s Fine Art Department.
This trip is a study of art, architecture and sculpture for which students can earn three graduate
or undergraduate credits.
Mohammed will guide participants through a wide variety of principalities, and cities, including
Canton, Hongkong, Guilin, China (Great Wall, Ming Tombs, Imperial Palace, and S.E. Asia).
They will get a firsthand look at the Jade and silk of China, Thai silk, gold and other gems
of Southeast Asia.
This will be Mohammed’s 14 study tour of China and Southeast Asia. She is involved in
writing articles relating to art and the culturally deprived, and her Asian experiences.
This tour is open to students from all colleges and universities, since credit is transferrable.
Interested non-students also are welcome.
The tour costs $2,499 which includes round trip fare from New York to China, Hongkong
and Southeast Asia, tours intercontinental, travel, hotel, and meals.
Further information concerning this tour is available from Ellen Mohammed at (718) 7789417 or (201)893-4307. The Art Office is located at MSC’s fine arts department, C alda Hall.

Industrial studies hold open house
The Industrial Studies Department at Montclair State College is holding its annual Open
House on Thursday, Nov. 10, 1988. The open house will run from 10:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
and be filled with lots of fun and exciting seminars. The theme for this years open house is
“Discover Your Future at MSC’s Industrial Studies Department.”
We encourage all those interested in the program to look for further details on posters which
will be around campus or in the paper. Although seminar times are not yet posted the open
house committee feels this year will be extremely interesting with the addition and help of the
department’s two new faculty members. Visit our new faculty members and get re-acquainted
with other faculty members in the department.
The open house committee would like to extend the invitation to all those people on campus,
the faculty, staff and students of the Montclair Community are not only welcome but encouraged
to attend the open house. In addition, the open house committee has invited high school principals,
guidance counselors and industrial education teachers throughout the state of New Jersey to
join us in celebrating the “Discovery of Your Future.”
If you have any questions regarding the industrial studies open house you may call the department
or stop by and see us. The industrial studies department is located in Finley Hall, across from
the library. We hope to see you all there on November 10th!

Health Fair is “educational”
cont. from p. 1
noticed a very good response
from both parents and stu
dents.”
“I think it was very informa
tive,” one senior said, “but I
think it should be two days
instead of one. There’s so much,
and I have classes in between.
Maybe they could hold it more

often, like twice a semester.
“I wish we had more time,”
another commented. “It was
really good, especially for peo
ple who aren’t financially able
to get this kind of treatment.”
Another student added, “I
think it should be advertised
more. There would be a better
turnout.”
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Next Day Resume, Inc.
"RESUMES DONE RIGHT UUHEN VOU NEED IT NO W "
CREATED, WRITTEN, PRINTED
by. M .S.W .. Ph.D.

LOWEST PRICES
FASTEST SERVICE
OPEN 7 DANS

I
Q

♦STUDENTS

♦BUSINESS PERSONS

♦RETURNING WORKERS

♦PROFESSIONALS

♦Next Day Service
Expert Cover Letters
♦Free Job Searcch Inform ation

RESUMES*PEPORTS*THESES
ENGINE£RING*MEDICAL*LEGAL

♦PERSONALIZED ATTENTION*

Ml

lWE TEACH LOTUS': / /
CAF WORD PROCESSING
SERVICE
3 6 8 -3 9 3 4

PRICE QUOTES BV PHONE
Day, Evening. Saturday Hours

fN T fN

m

8 3 6 -5 0 1 0

¡34T.

1147 River Road, Teaneck
(across from F.D.U.)

THE PRUDENTIAL — the nation’s largest
diversified financial services organization — is
seeking ambitious and energetic individuals for
positions in financial services, computer pro
gramming, underwriting, and administration.
We’re looking for the most talented future ex
ecutives we can find! If you have a strong
background in accounting, finance, economics,
math, computer science, or liberal arts, and are
interested in the exciting and challenging posi
tions we have to offer; please submit your
resume to your Career Planning Office as soon
as possible.
Our New Jersey and Pennsylvania offices will
be recruiting on campus for these positions
and we would love to have a chance to talk
with you.
For further information, please contact your
Career Planning Office. We will be on your
campus November 15, 1988.
equal opportunity employer

The Prudential

(¡Jjjh
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LSAT G M A T M CAT GRE DAT

* Incredibly low
introductory price
* Our m ost experienced
instructor
Extensive, expert counseling
available
‘ Complete, convenient tape
library facilities
* Top 20% repeat guarantee
SOUND TOO GOOD
T O BE T R U E ?

T h e n , call our bluff.
CA LL
BAR/BRI Professional Testing Centers

i

• 800 • 777 • e x a m

ta /fc n
PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTERS

A R E T O U
E X P E R IE N C E D ?
Q c t S ta r te d

with a Full or PartTim e Job —

Long & short term assignments are available
in Acctg., Admin., Cust. Relations,
D a ta Proc., Personnel, W ord Proc.,
Special Project U /orlcetc...

FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES
JOBS THROUGHOUT NORTH JERSEY

EARN TOP $$$
and GET EXPERIENCE w/ith
STEEPLE
TEMPORARY SERVICES
25 Notch Rd. Little Falls, NJ
(Near V/alleg Rd. / Up. M o n t.)

CALL U/ENDY AT 256-2444

T h e s m a r te r t h in g to d o.

I ll *

643

*

TEST

NEVER A FEE,
JUST OPPORTUNITY!

1 * 800 • 111 * E X A M

M oney Is Coming
Q lQ ¿i a Q lcuii One, Onqcuqcitioti. o f the, S . Q .A .
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Your name.

RATTLEIHUM

T h a t’s not too m uch tor your cou n try to ask.
A name and a few more facts. That's
all we're really asking of the two niillitin young
men who will turn 18 this year. After all.
there’s no draft. So if someone you know should
be registering, remind them that it only takes
five minutes at the post office. And, it helps
keep our country strong.

'"■’A hi

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENIS A MIDNIGHT FILMS PRODUCTION OF A PHIL JOANOU FILM U2 RATTLE AND HUM
MUSIC PRODUCED BY JIM M Y IOVINE DIRECTOR O f PHOTOGRAPHY COLOR JORDAN CRONENWETH A SC
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY BLACK f t WHITE ROBERT BRINKMANN EXECUTIVE PRODUCER PAU1 McGUINNESS
PROOUCEO BY MICHAEL HAMLYN DIRECTEO BY PHIL JOANOU A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
ALBUM AVAILABLE ON ISLAND RECORDS, CASSETTES S COMPACT DISCS

!H8 » mmhw»».«.«»«»»«'»

THE M O V I E O P E N S N O V E M B E R 4TH

►art, drafting&design students.

We have the Tools
for your Success.
Bring your Back to
School lists to
Koenig Art Emporium
where you’ll find
everything you
need from brushes,
pads, paints, &
T-squares to tables,
lamps & chairs.

O N T C L A IR
C T T A T E
O

J e r s e y

N T D lA lN lS

C

C T A T E
O
C
O T H 1C

KOENL

it y

V j I^NIOHTS

Willowbrook Mall
890-0303
M SM M H M U U M
Artist Supplies •Custom Framing
Discount w/M .S.C. I.D.
Open 7 days

¡¿ JU G * *
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ATTENTION ALL BUDDING ARTISTS AND WRITERS:
VOU WANT US!

IT 'S NO SURPRISE THAT PEOPLE LINE UP ON A WEDNESDAV NIGHT TO LAV OUT COPV AT THE
MONTCLARION. BUT BESIDES THE OBVIOUS (IT 'S EXCITING), THERE ARE MANV GOOD REASONS
FOR JOINING OUR STAFF, SUCH AS:
■ -V O U W ILL BE ASSURED OF A JOB IN A
M FORTUNE 500 COMPANV UPON GRADUATION
HI

PARTV EVERV WEDNESDAV NIGHT UNTIL S
2 A .M . ON THE SGA'S MONEV.
S
■
(THAT'S IF VOU THINK PIZZA ANP COKE ARE PARTVING MATERIALS) ™

(WELL, AT LEAST A JOB AT WILLOWBROOK MALL)

ä
o

C
o
o

-B U IL D A CLIP FILE FOR PROSPECTIVE EMPLOVERS IN THE FIELDS OF JOURNALISM, GRAPHIC
ARTS, PHOTO JOURNALISM, AND COMMUNICATION. HAVE FULL USE OF OUR DARKROOM FACILITIES
AND FREE FILM FOR EVENTS COVERED.

NOW, WE DON'T WANT EVERVONE TO STAMPEDE THE STUDENT CENTER ANNEX AT ONCE. SO, TAKE A DEEP
BREATH, GO WASH VOUR FACE, AND READ CAREFULLV: TAKE A WALK DOWN HERE (THAT'S ROOM 113) NEXT
WEDNESDAV NIGHT (OR EVEN THE ONE AFTER), AROUND 7 OR 8 P .M . VOU'LL SEE A LOT OF PEOPLE WHO
LOOK VERV BUSV, SO JUST WALK UP TO ONE AND SAV, "H I, I'D LIKE TO BECOME A M EM B ER .'' IN LESS
THAN A MINUTE, VOUR WISH W ILL COME TRUE.
THE MONTCLARION IS A CLASS I OF THE SGA

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIH
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598 Valley Road, Upper Montclair
201-746-5600
Serving all the travel needs for MSC

ROUNDS
TRAVEL SERVICE. INC.

How to stand out

inacrowd.
The American Express* Card gets an outstanding welcome
virtually anywhere you shop, whether it's for a leather jacket
or a leather-bound classic. Whether you're bound for
a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda. So during college
and idler, it's the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want

How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we
believe in your potential, we've made it easier
to get the American Express Card right now
Whether you're a freshman, senior or
grad student, look into our new automatic
approval offers. For details, pick up an
application on campus
Or call 1-800-THE-CARI) and ask for
a student application.
iTie American Express Card.
Don't leave School Without It-“

Each year cancer
strikes 120,000
peo ple in o ur w ork
force, and causes o ur
e co no m y to lose
m ore than $10 billion
in earnings. Earnings
that A m erican
w orkers m ight still be
generating if the y had
kno w n the sim ple
facts on how to
protect them selves
from cancer
Protect you r
em ployees, your
company, and
y o u rs e lf.. .call you r
local unit o f the
A m erican C ancer
S ociety and ask for
the ir free pam phlet,
"H elping Your
Em ployees to Protect
Them selves A gainst
C ancer" Start
you r com p an y on
a p olicy o f g o o d
5. health today!

• frwiffrfn Cmcof Sodoty

TKA\ 11
Rtl All 1'
St RVh I s
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S tu den ts den ied p rio rity
We have all heard of the “thrill of victory and the agony of defeat,”
but what about the agony of the wait. Such has been the plight
of many MSC students who frequently utilize the athletic Field house,
located near the college track field.
About a year and a half ago, control of the field house, which
is supported totally through student funds, was transfered from the
student activties board to the athletic department.
Before the transfer occured, it was considered an unwritten rule
that the athletic department and MSC teams used the facilities in
the Panzer Gym and left facilities in the field house primarily for
student use.
But since the athletic department assumed control, this rule has
been broken.
Already a petition is being circulated by students to have “full
utilization of the MSC field house for non-members of the college
athletic teams.”
On several occasions, non-athletic department students have had
to wait to use equipment because members of many MSC teams
were using them. Keep in mind these facilities are funded entirely
by our student fees.
Coach Blanton feels that it is fair for athletes to use the field
house because they are students of MSC as well. Certainly this
argument is valid. But while practicing teams are allowed to use
the field house at all times, students are only allowed to use the
Panzer Gym facilities when MSC teams are not using them.
Besides paying student fees, which in part support the field house,
students also pay fees to the athletic department—yet students are
denied access to Panzer Gym at certain times, and now they’re being
inconvenienced at the facilty that is specfically designated for them.
Is this fair?
In addition, Coach Blanton’s office is located in the field house.
Since he is a coach of an MSC team, should he not be supplied
an office in Panzer Gym with the rest of MSC’s coaches? Couldn’t
this space be better utilized to benefit all students rather than one
coach?
We believe students deserve top priority use of the field house.
Track team members and other MSC teams are given exercise time
in the Panzer Gym. There is no reason why a student not affliated
with an MSC team should have to wait to use equipment that they
pay for. All students have the right to achieve the “thrill of victory”—
not just MSC athletes.

Tommy Talks:

B usiness stu den ts w ant their fa ir share
Last Thursday, I had the
opportunity to meet with a good
representation of the business
students on this campus. I was
there to answer questions re
garding the bond issue and their
concerns that they would re
ceive nothing in return for the
passage of the bond.
They claimed that they are
being neglected because the
allocation of money from the
bond would not be used to
benefit them. They are right
because that money will benefit
all students of Montclair. The
new library and the new access
road will benefit all students, as
will the centralized police and
storage facilities. Granted, the
addition to the music building
will only assist the music ma
jors, but one only has to take
a tour of the music department
to notice the crowded condi
tions that take away from the
crativity of our gifted students.
But, I learned something that
day. When over 50 concerned
business students, many repres
enting organizations within the
SGA, get together to make a
statement— you better take

notice of it. And I did.
I’ve always wondered why
there wasn’t a central location
for the business department.
Surely it is not Morehead Hall,
when there are business classes
in Bohn, Life Hall, Patridge,,
College Hall, Mallory, Finley
and even in the Student Center.
Although Montclair excels in
many majors, isn’t the business
curriculum one of the major
attractions that give Montclair
an outstanding reputation? Isn’t
it the major that allows for the
recruitment of many business
orientated high school students?
Mind you, this view’ is unbi
ased toward business majors,
since I happen to be an English
major.
I was disheartened to hear
business students tell me that
their faculty had to cut down
their office hours, in order to
get to and from their classes. I
was dismayed to hear that
Morehead Hall is an improper
setting to bring professional
people from various companies,
to observe the sucess of our
business department.

Your concerns are legitimate
and you’ve raise some very
important issues and questions
ab o u t the direction of the
college. As your president, I
have listened to those concerns
and you have my support. In
fact, I suggest that we pool our
resources and work together to
see what we can do to eliminate
those concerns.
Consider this idea, when the
bond issue passes and the new
library is constucted, what will
happen to the old library? How
about a business school where
office and classrooms can be
centralized-This should be your
incentive to vote for the Bond
Issue.
So let’s all go out there and
vote for the bond issue and hope
it passes. That way the students
of MSC will benefit and we can
address the business depart
ment’s problems of space allo
cation.

Tommy Mergola is the SGA
president

Professor applauds fraternal harmony
Ironically, I would not have
realized that we evidently have
racially separate fraternities on
campus, if I had not read the
feature by Lilyanne McClean
titled “ Fraternities Meet on
Common Ground.” My letter is
an expression of support for
Jonathan Benjamin, President
of Alpha Phi Omega, and James
R. Rhoche, II, President of
Signa Phi Rho, in their joint
effort to initiate more interac

tion between the organizations
they lead.
I sincerely hope that their
example will provide a success
ful model for other organiza
tions to follow in enhancing the
collegial atmosphere on our
campus.
Incidentally, I am proud to
state that both Jonathan Ben
iamin and James R. Rhoche, II,

have been students in classes I
taught last year.

Sharon Spencer
Professor o f English
and administrative assistant to
the vice president o f student
affairs
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ed itorial / letters
Disabled are entitled to an
easily accessable education

The knee-jerk reaction to racism
Forgive my liberal paranoia but there seems
to be a malignant spirit loose in the land, one
with the smell of fear about it. You see it in
the subtext of George Bush’s cynical Willie
Horton ads, but also in Mike Dukakis’ anemic
attempts to raise the specter of the Golden Horde
in his trade speeches.
You see it in Chicago, where relations between
Jews and blacks have reached a flash point; an
especially ominous sign, because Jews have
always known intuitively that you cannot stroke
racism without stimulating anti-Semitism. If Jews
forget that hatred begets hatred, then who is left
to remember?
You see it at some of our better schools, like
the University of Michigan, where blacks have
been ridiculed on a dormitory radio station and
where racist graffiti have begun to appear on
lavatory walls. Like Dartmouth College, where
blacks and women have been publicly harassed
by groups calling themselves conservatives. Like
the University of Wisconsin, where a fraternity
recently sponsored a mock slave auction in which
pledges blacked their faces and wore Afro wigs
to have their services bid for.
You see it in the utter contempt with which
the American Civil Liberties Union is held by
a majority of the American people and in the
utter lack of concern that a member of one of
the fouding families of the John Birch Society
is about to be elected vice president of the United
States.

r*IT •
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Granted that the proposal for
I am writing in response to
the elevator to be installed at
the article entitled “The Obsta
College Hall would cost MSC
cles Faced by Handicapped on
Campus” published in the Oc
a great deal of money; but
It’s a kind of liberal nightmare; the battles we tober 13th, 1988 issue of the
couldn’t those particular classes
thought we’d fought and won 25 years ago are Montclarion.
be scheduled on the ground
coming back to be fought again, and this time
Montclair State College is an
level, where the handicapped
we’re losing.
equal opportunity / affirmative
can get to?
People are afraid and angry; they take relief action institution and does not
These disabled are entitled to
in racism, xenophobia and vigilantism. There was discriminate on the basis of sex,
an education just like everyone
an illustrative incident in Detroit, my home town, race, color, national origin, age
else is; and having an obstacle
recently.
or physical handicap in provid
such as “getting to the class
A nice quiet working class neighborhood, not ing access to the College’s
room” is just absurd. The hard
unlike the one I grew up in, was suddenly invaded benefits, services, and employ
part should be getting accepted
by the drug culture. A gang of crack dealers took ment opportunities in com
to college, not getting to the
over a vacant house and soon, on a block where pliance with relevant federal
classroom.
children had jumped rope on the sidewalk, you and state legislation.
Last summer MSC hosted an
had teen-agers selling drugs from the curb and
I think that it is great that
international table tennis tour
staging gun battles in broad daylight. And when MSC does not discriminate;
nament for the handicapped.
the neighbors threatened to call the police, the however, does it make the
The lavatory incident was simp
dealere laughed at them.
physically handicapped person
ly amazing. I agree with Ms.
“They were laughing at the whole neighbor feel welcomed? According to the
Elaine Dwyre who expressed
hood," said one of the residents. “Nobody could 1980 Census, 7.5% of the dis
her em barrassm ent for the
sit out on the porch anymore. The kids couldn’t abled population did the same.
college; when you host a special
play outside. The police said to wait till something Should there even be a question
event you should be prepared
bad happened. Well, we couldn’t do that.”
that handicapped facilities are
to accomodate them in every
What they could do, they found, is burn the a priority?
way possible!
place down. The God-fearing, law-abiding
Buildings today are required
Katherine M. Kremins
residents of the area waited for a windless day to have handicapped facilities.
economics I sophomore
when the house was empty; they soaked the house
with gasoline, then torched it.
Two of the citizens were arrested for arson.
A jury found them not guilty by reason of selfdefense. And I’ll let you in on a secret: If I’d
been on that jury-knee-jerk liberal me—I’d have
voted not guilty too.
„
,.
J
cont. on p. 14
on the Handicapped (COH).
I want to commend The
Montclarion for the front page The mission of that committee
is “to advise the college regard
article, editorial and editorial
ing policy and procedures for
cartoon focusing attention on
service to and facilities for
the unmet needs of individuals
individuals with disabling con
in our campus community who
ditions.” After a year’s study,
have handicapping conditions.
and hearing from students with
Besides those individuals who
unmet needs, COH advised the
have physical conditions which
“You have just aborted Beethoven.”
adm inistration th a t what
make mobility more difficult,
Now, that having been said to attempt a human
needed to be done was: 1. the
we also have on our campus
context for the controversy, my own judgment
adoption of an official college
other students and employees
is that RU 486 is welcome and ought to be made
who, though otherwise quali wide policy regarding the han
welcome in any society in which abortions are
dicapped, and 2. the establish
fied, have special needs.
free and are the alternative means of achieving
ment of procedures to guarantee
They include those with
the desired end. On one technical point one
reasonable accomodations to
learning disabilities, hearing
should be absolutely clear. The RU 486 pill is
impairments, etc. These individ those who were entitled to them.
an “abortifacient,” not to be confused with a
We need to develop a sensi
uals have the ability “to do the
contraceptive. The idea is to kill the fetus, not
tivity to the special needs of our
job” but they must do it a
to prevent its materialization.
different way. Those with par colleagues, and a respect for
Still, if abortions are to be permitted, their
tial hearing might need to use their abilities. This must be done
mission accomplished through a pill taken up
on an individual and institution
written communication, sign
to 49 days after fertilization would appear to be
al basis. Our college needs to
language etc.
a genuine form of medical progress. I write in
Those with learning disabil establish a policy and stand
ignorance of the extent to which RU 486 causes
ities may need such accomoda behind procedures which re
acute pain to the fetus. But presumably if taken
tions as extension of length of spectfully accomodate those
very early after pregnancy, i.e., before the
among us with special needs.
time permitted for completion
development of a sensitive nervous system, the
of degree, reducton in the
pain is reduced. Taken as a “day after” pill,
number of credits to be taken
presumably its work would be relatively simple.
each semester to maintain full
If a pill were developed that would cause an
time status, taped texts, etc.
Toni Spiotta
appendix to dematerialize, one would rejoice in
For several years I served as Director, Psychoeducational
the elimination of an entire surgical process, and
Center
Chair of the campus Committee
medical conferences having to do with the
question, should that appendix be taken out or
should it not? would become moot.
The RU 486 pill, it is argued, has the additional
advantage of being more effective than some
♦typewritten and double spaced
surgical abortions. Anti-abortionists should
♦addressed
to the editor
guard against any temptations to believe that it
would be pleasant for abortions to be as painful
♦submitted by 4 PM on the Monday before
as possible. That kind of thinking is related to
the Thursday issue
the thought that those who commit certain sexual
♦include student ID number, year, major,
acts with other males ought not to complain if
they contract AIDS. No, the decision to abort
and telephone number for confirmation.
cont. on p. 14

The college “needs” a
more sensitive policy
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Why all thefuss over the R U 486?
The fuss over Ru 486 is reminding everyone
of everything save possibly what more time
should be given to thinking about, namely that
abortion is a heavy act of moral egotism. It isn’t
unhealthy, but healthy that members of the
community should express their disapproval of
abortion in some way. The same people who
believe it is not only natural but innobling to
refuse to buy grapefruit juice if it was made in
South Africa are appalled at the threatened
exercise of sanctions against the manufacturers
of a French abortifacient.
How come? How are people supposed to
express their indignation? Everybody is legally
free to smoke cigarattes even though we know
that cigarettes kill every year five times as many
Americans as died in nine years of fighting in
Vietnam. Suppose that a tobacco company came
out with a brand of aspirin. Would it be offensive,
by those who oppose tobacco as a killer, to
organize a boycoott of the tobacco company s
aspirin, in protest against its merchandising of
lung-killers?
One wonders at the eternal naivete of the pro
abortionists. The drug in question, one dispatch
states, “has no damaging side effects” on the user.
The only damaging side effect is the snuffing out
of a human life. Which reminds me of the
question recently put to his class by a college
teacher. “The father is suffering from syphilis,
the mother from consumption. Two of the
children are diseased and will in due course die
from it. A third child was stillborn. The mother
becomes pregnant again: What do you recom
mend?” The class was unanimous in recommend
ing abortion. “Congratulations,” said the teacher.

The Montclarion Letters Policy
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Racism: Still no easy solutions What we stand to gain
from the bond issue
cont. from p. 13
A special agent of the Drug Enforcement
Administration viewed with alarm. “If people are
allowed to get away with this and it catches on,
then you have anarchy on your hands.”
Wrong, Mr. Special Agent. You’ve already got
anarchy on your hands. Why should drug dealers
be the only ones to enjoy it?
Even as I say that, I know I’m wrong, that
the vigilante spirit is out of control at the moment
it is activated. If you can bum down a crack
house with impunity, you can get rid of any thing
else you don’t like in your neighborhood, like
an Oriental or black family.
There’s got to be something we can do about
crime short of strapping Colt .45s to our thighs
and making like Clint Eastwood.
My eldest daughter lives in Brooklyn, New
York, in a neighborhood that is undergoing
genrtification at a gallop. The last time I was
there she pointed out a delicatessen and said:
“That’s a crack house. They sell drugs. If you
go in to buy something to eat, they just look
at you funny.”

My daughter is not a hard case, neither a junky
nor a member of a mob. If she knows that’s a
drug house, why don’t the cops? And if the cops
know, why don’t they do something about it?
Are they “waiting for something bad to happen?”
I’ve got news for them, something bad is
happening. People are selling drugs there.
Why don’t we have drugs discussed as a
political issue? George Bush talks about executing
drug lords, as if that would do any good. They
kill each other off by the lot now; death,
apparently, holds no fear for them. Dukakis harps
on Bush’s cozy relationship with Noriega, which
is interesting but not really at the heart of the
matter.
One of our candidates for president seeks to
exploit the fears raised by the virtual collapse
of our system of law enforcement, the other seeks
to ignore them.
Where is Franklin D. Roosevelt when you
really need him?
Donald Kaul is a syndicated columnist with the
Tribune Media Service, Inc

The ongoing progress o f th e R U 486
cont. from p. 13
having been made, the laws of society granting
the mother the right to abort, all relevant medical
technology is appropriately harnessed to the
effective doing of the job.
One of these days (one hopes) something will
be invented which can act as a continuing
contraceptive, preventing the union of sperm and
egg. Something that a household seeking to avoid
accidental pregnancy might put in its tapwater,
to be set aside when conception is desired. If
that development came along on a truly general
scale—a substance that might be put in the
common drinking water, requiring those who
wish to procreate to take a pill that would
neutralize its effect—then there would never be
any abortions, as these would be unnecesssary.

The right-to-lifers correctly point out that, at least
in the United States, people who visit abortion
clinics are for the most part women who know
that there has been available, for over a
generation, something called The Pill. Which, if
regularly im bibed, would m ake abortions
unnecessary.
So then: Applaud the impulses of those angered
by the development of an abortifacient. But,
having cooled down, welcome its development
as a form of medical progress.

William F. Buckley is a syndicated writer with
the Universal Press Syndicate.

Students com e to T om ’s defense
After reading the letter en
titled “Tommy lacks relevance”
by “Name withheld by request,”
we felt disappointed and out
raged. We feel the writer was
uninformed and showed a lack
of confidence by not signing
his/her name.
To think that this person
could be so ignorant of the word
understanding. We realize most
people are ready to criticize a
person much quicker than they
are to thank a person. Obvious
ly, being human is perhaps an
issue beyond their level.
Prior to the letter being
published, Tommy had 38 office
hours per week and his door was
always open. His concern for
students can be put in one word,
dedicated! Tommy’s decisions
are based on good judgement
and hard work. Perhaps people
don’t agree with some of his
decisions, as they are entitled,
but in our opinion, Tommy is
doing a great job!

As we are lead to understand,
Tommy is to use “his space” in
The M ontclarion as he so
chooses. People we have spoken
with feel that Tommy should
use his space to discuss issues
of student concerns or activities,
which is exactly what he has
done. Has Tommy not written
about the 1988 graduation with
State Senator Wynoma Lipman
or about the U.S. Presidential
Candidates not being “con
cerned about your needs and
show their support by visiting
our college”.
As we are inform ed and
researched the facts before
writing this letter, Tommy has
not once 'had dinner with ad
ministration especially not “cute
little ones”.
As we continued to research
the facts, Tommy has not yet
had “chummy meetings among
council members” because there
is no council, name withheld get
your story straight.
And as far as we are con-

cerned, Tom m y can thank
anyone he so chooses, verbally,
or written. We can only wonder
why someone could be so overly
concerned about this. It makes
us wonder about the unknown
w riter. W hen Tom m y was
thanking people, he did write
ect., ect., ect., in his thanks.
Maybe name withheld wanted
to see his/her name clearly
spelled out.
In our opinion, name with
held displayed no confidence in
themselves. If they were not able
to sign a name, it leads us to
believe that what they wrote had
absolutely no substance!
These are our thoughts on
that ridiculous letter that was
printed and left unsigned. How
ever, we are able to sign our
names, as what we have written
bares truth, research of facts,
and integrity.

Luisa A. Manetta
Barbara A. Gallo

Thanks to a flood of pre
election polls, most of us know
which candidate will come out
a winner next week. But cam
paign predictions are no excuse
for apathy. As citizens, it’s our
duty to vote. As students we
must support public question #1
on this year’s ballot.
The Jobs, Education and
Competitiveness Bonds Issue,
designated to enhance the state’s
higher learning institutions,
offers something for everyone at
MSC.
The bulk of the $350 million
to be distributed will go toward
renovation and construction.
But the bond issue is more than
a chance to make some needed
building repairs. It is an oppor
tunity to increase MSC’s state
wide pre-eminence.
Among the nine state col
leges, Sprague Library contains
the most extensive holdings,
and the bond issue can secure
that distinction. As well as
creating classroom space, a new,
$15.7 million facility will allow
the acquisition of more print
and modern video materials.
Complementing the $5.7 mil
lion challenge grant for the fine
and performing arts that MSC
earned in 1985, the bond issue
allocates $1.3 million for an
addition to the existing music
building. The challenge grant,
which is in its last year, created
outstanding programs such as
the Opera, Music and Theatre
Institute, but less than $1 mil
lion, had been earmarked for
renovation and equipment.
In addition to addressing the
arts and academia, the bond
issue concedes to improve the
quality of life on campus. A new

access road to the north parking
lot will ease congestion at Valley
Road and Normal Avenue, and
make commuting (a bit) less
grueling.
And a facility integrating
campus police and security, who
are currently located in separate
wings of Chapin Hall, would
make walking to your car or
dorm after dark less agitating,
though no more advisable.
A better equipped and more
affordable childcare facility
would give M SC ’s parents
greater peace of mind, too. The
bond issue would disperse $5
million to campus day-care, and
the staff at MSC’s Childcare
C enter, which opens midNovember, is writing proposals
to attain some of those moneys.
Beyond MSC, by focusing on
advanced technology centers,
the bill aims to attract industry
and create jobs. Opponents of
the bill might argue that New
Jersey has its share of industries
hazardous to the environment.
Investing in education, howev
er, is essential to finding ways
to save our shores and precious
open space.
When Governor Kean signed
the issue’s proposal into law last
August, Acting President Ri
chard Lynde committed MSC
to its cause. Now, it’s up to you.
. Vote yes for the New Jersey
Jobs, Education and Competi
tiveness Bond Act of 1988. Its
name notwithstanding, this bill
is guaranteed to resound. Best
of all, it’s non-partisan.

Nicole Gudzowsky
senior/ English major
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A tten tion
Get out and vote!
There's no excuse for you this year! If
you want to change the way things work,
you hove to vote
Student input is sorely needed in this
years' election, election day is Nov. 8
—1You con write in your ballot if you can't
reach o voting area.
— If you claim that you don't know
enough about the candidates to vote,
pick up o copy of lost week's Montclarion
and read the main editorial. Both
candidates' positions ore outlined
dearly.
The Montclarion is o class I o f the SGR
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-OPENING for two people to
a ski trip to sugarbush, Vt. Jan
15-20, all lift tickets and meals
except lunch included. Call 5097534 and ask for Brian.

-Are you interested in working
with Public Relations or Com
munications? We are currently
listing positions for employee
com m unications and media
relations interns. For more info,
come to career services, Student
Center Annex, room 104.

Help Wanted
-Immediate P /T position avail
able at local florist. Walking
distance from college. Flex,
hours. No designing experience
necessary. Call 471-6480.
-The #1 college tour operator is
looking for an efficient, respon
sible, and organized campus
representatives. Earn free trips,
and good commissions. Call 1800-999-4300.
-Help Wanted. Earn Free Trip
and Cash!! Excellent Sales
Experience!! M ajor T our
Promoter needs sales represen
tatives. Stone Balloon Travel. 1800-525-8267. Ask for Barbara
Isaacs.
-Overseas jobs. Summer, yr.
round, Europe, S. Amer., Aus
tralia, Asia. All fields. $900-200
mo. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write IJC, P.O. Box 52 NJ08,
Corona Del Mar, CA. 92625.
-Respite care workers needed
inhome care to handicapped
children and adults. Call Loret
ta Swope or Leslie Bezak, ARC
of Essex Cty. 414-9022.
-Available to do any style typing
in my home. $2 p/page. Call
778-4174.
-What Do You Know About
Aids? Get the facts. Call New
Jersey Buddies. (201)837-8125
seven days a week 10 am-10 pm.
Volunteer/Education Training
Program #12. Beginning Oct.
24.

TEQ UILA

1o'

-HABITAT FOR HUMANI
TY: Representatives from the
Newark and Paterson Habitat
projects will speak and answer
questions on M onday, No
vember 14 at 7 pm in G-211.
All interested in froming an
MSC chapter (Class IV of the
SGA) of this international,
nonprofit organization are in
vited to attend. Habitat works
with families to build or reno
vate homes, which are sold to
them through non-interest
mortgages. Call Lise Greene at
893-4213 for further informa
tion.

-PT Teachers Aide for Nusery
School/Child Care Center in
Roseland. Flexible after school
hours. M ust love children!
Please call Anne 226-3814 daysor 228-4404 evenings.
-Ski and earn 3 MSC college
credits at Killington, VT. ski
area this January. Ski and resort
management course includes
expert instruction and practical
work experience. Call Dr. Jack
Samuels for details. 893-7073.
-Dog sitter needed. Near or on
campus. 10 am-8 pm for small,
lovable dog who cannot sit in
the parking lot car in the cold.
Phone 893-4307.

-Wanted-Babysitter for 7 yr.
old girl in Totowa. Call Sandy
956-7268.
-N E E D EX TR A MONEY?
One of N.J.’s finest caterers has
immediate openings for ban
quet personnel. Waiters & wai
tresses (19 years), set-up and
kitchen helperss. Full and part
time available. Flexible hours,
excellent pay and w orking
conditions. Car necessary. 9928137.
-BAE Computer needs respon
sible student to represent our
com puter. Incentive bonus
plan. Interested persons please
send resume to 3563 Ryder
Street, Santa Clara, Ca. 95051.
-Spring Break Tour PromoterEscort. Energetic person (m/f),
to take sign-ups for our Florida
tours. We furnish all materials
for a successful promotion.
Good pay and fun. Call Campus
Marketing at 1-800-777-2270.
-Customer Service: America’s
#1 Newspaper needs people to
help solve customer problems/
work with CRT. F ull/parttime, Monday thru Sunday.
Non-smoking office. $8.00/hr.
343-2244 Mr. Newton.
-TELEM ARKETING. Even
ing/ weedend shifts. We’d like to
help sell a major publication
from our non-smoking office.
Earn as much as $ 12.00/ hr. 3432244 Mr. Mark.
-Babysitter wanted for lovely 18
month old girl. Mondays and
Wednesdays 4 hours each day.
Near campus. Call 744-0777.
-National Marketing firm seeks
ambitious Junior, Senior or
Graduate student to manage
on-campus promotions for top
national companies this semes
ter. Flexible hours with earnings
potential at $2500. Call Jill or
Lisanne at 1-800-592-2121.
-Part-time driver/florist helper
min. 30 hrs. Flexible—1 or 2
people can take job. Five min.
from college. Call 773-0166
between 9-5.
-TYPEMASTERS-A place for
all you word processing needs.
Kim 680-8857. Maryann 9397473.
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Students perform with the right direction
hum an kindness. Graceland
marks the debut of director
Walsh.

By Antoinette Doherty
Correspondent______________
The following review is from
a dress rehearsal o f “An Evening
o f Three One-Acts, ” presented
by the Studio Theatre Series.
Student directors Jeffery L.
Wingfield, Linda Walsh, and
Stephen W.R. Bienski have
produced three pieces that
effectively plunge into human
nature.
The Son Who Hunted Tigers
in Jakarta, directed by Wing
field, tells the story of a young
man, Mr. Sweeney, who is
caught in the act of robbing the
house of Mr. and Mrs. Ferris.
P ortrayed by M ark Kalet,
Sweeney is a fast talker who is
quick to detect the weaknesses
in Mr. and Mrs. Ferris’relation
ship. He uses this lack of
strength, almost successfully, to
escape his predicament.
Mrs. Ferris, played by Sarah
J. Griggs, is the voice of reason
insisting that the police be
called. Her husband, played by
Gregory Ciano, is willing to
listen to Sweeney and give him
the benefit of the doubt.
Throughout all of the mind
games and power plays, the cast

Pictured left to right are Cathi Hayzer, Michael P. Guerrieri and Jonathan “Craig” Adams in
the Studio Theatre Series presentation of An Evening o f One Acts.
shares intense concentration
and communicates the plays
intent.

Graceland is about two de
voted, but extremly different,
Elvis fanatics. Both feel that

they should be the first person
to set foot into Graceland on
its opening. Jennifer Biddle
does a beautiful job of portray
ing Ber Davies, a middle-aged
Southern woman who insists
that she loves Elvis with “the
purest and truest kind of love.”

M usicmakers off the
record and in the movies
B aker cooks
One listens to Anita Bak
er’s albums and only one
thing enters the mind and
that is; sing it, Anita. Sing
it again and again. Giving
You the Best That I Got is
no exception to this rule. You
want to listen to this LP.
Baker’s voice is pure rapture.
This sultry alto once again
stretches her range to achieve
superb vocalese. B aker’s
material consists of mellow,
romantic rhapsody which
makes for a laid back atmos
phere; a soothing of the
savage beast if you will.
There is no passivity in
Baker’s voice which makes
her music rise above most of
today’s pop acts.
“Giving You the Best That
I Got” is the title track off
the album which speaks of
a strong com m itm ent to
wedding vows which is a
reflection of her life outside
of the musical aspect. This
is currently playing on the
radiowaves and doing splen
didly.
Strong cuts on this album
include “Lead Me into Love”

and “Good Love.” Baker
gives everything she has in
these two tunes as well as the
rest of the album. She is truly
at her best when she pours
out her heart and soul in her
music.
The jazzy overtones of
“Good Enough” and the
smooth melody of “Price
less” are added reasons to
buy this album. It would be
a benefit to the music world
in general if Baker would
continue concentrating on
the jazz and blues that sets
her music apart from all
others in the pop scene. But
for now, the Giving You the
Best That I Got LP is the
best around.
-Luisa Carrizo

U 2 can b e in
pictures
Rattle and Hum, music
from U2’s new concert/doc
umentary film was finally
released Oct. 11. The double
album contains seventeen

tracks in all, including six
songs recorded live during
the band’s 1987 tour of the
states.
R a ttle and H um is
markedly different from an
ything U2 has done in the
past. M any well known
names in rock appear on the
album sleeve. A few songs
were written and sung in
conjunction with Bob Dylan,
B.B. King apears as a back
up vocalist and guitarist in
one track and Jimmy Hen
d rix ’s “ S tar Spangled
Banner” acts as a prelude to
the live version of “Bullet the
Blue Sky”.
Also, The New Voices of
Freedom , a gospel choir
accompanies Bono during “I
Still Haven’t Found What
I’m Looking For” recorded
live.
The new music that ap
pears on the album has
already received a lot of
airplay. Songs such as “De
sire” and “God Part II” can
be heard on most rock and
new wave stations. The
movie Rattle and Hum is due
to be released Fri. Nov. 4.
-Justine Gianandrea

Nicolette Phillips does an
equally impressive job playing
Rootie Mallert, a young and
naive Cajun girl who wants to
be the first into Graceland for
spiritual reasons. What starts as
a conflict between the two ends
as a w onderful display of

Family Voices, another debut
for director Bienski, expresses
the frustration within the rela
tionships between mother, fa
ther, and son. None of the
“voices” are ever heard by any
other member of the family.
What feelings they fail to com
municate to one another are
received by the audience. Jon
athan “Craig” Adams, Cathi
Hayzer, and Michael P. Guer
rieri are Voice 1 (son), Voice 2
(mother), and Voice 3 (father).
They present a well done ensem
ble piece of work that displays
the emotional dynamics of a
family.
The purpose of the Studio
Theatre Series is to enable
students to develop their acting
and directing skills by working
on diverse projects. “An Even
ing of Three One-Acts” tho
roughly accomplishes this goal.
“An Evening of Three OneActs” runs Nov. 3 through 5 and
Nov. 10 through 12 at 8 p.m.
in the Studio Theatre. The Box
Office opens at 7:30 p.m. on the
evenings of the performances.

happenings
Band to play Zeppelin tribute
“The Song Remains the Same” as Physical Graffiti, the Led
Zeppelin tribute band, recreates the magic of the band’s music
Mon., Nov. 7 at 8:30 p.m. in the Memorial Auditorium. A
high-tech laser light show is scheduled to accompany the concert.
Tickets are $5 standard and $3 with MSC ID. They go on
sale Thurs., Oct. 27 for those with MSC ID and Mon., Oct.
31 for all others from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Student Center
Box Office across from the Book Store. For further information
call Chris Rohloff, publicity chairperson, Class One Concerts,
at 893-4478.

STS presents One-Acts
Three student directors will present an evening of one-act
plays for the next production offered in the Studio Theatre
Series’ 1988-89 season. Included in the program is Ronald
Ribman’s The Son Who Hunted Tigers in Jakarta, followed
by Ellen Byron’s Graceland and concluding with Harold Pinter’s
Family Voices.
The production runs Thurs., Nov. 3-5 and 10-12 at 8 p.m.
in the Studio Theatre. There are no reservations accepted. The
box office opens at 7:30 p.m. on the evening of the performance
and seating is by general admission. Ticket prices are: standard
S3; faculty, staff and senior citizens $2.50; MSC students with
ID $2. For additional information call 893-5112.

Art forum lecture series
The MSC Art Forum Lecture Series continues through Nov.
and Dec. with topics ranging from painting to video art. The
free lectures are presented on Thurs. afternoons from 3 to 5
p.m. in the Calcia Fine Arts Building.
Information on any of the lectures is available by calling
Patricia Lay, theSêries coordinator, at 893-4307.
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Nolan’s Notes

Photo bv Steve Speliotis

By Jarrett Nolan

DanceCompass performs Fri. and Sat., Nov. 18 and 19 at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Auditorium.
The concerts mark the premiere of the troupe’s 1988-89 season and will feature four dances by
Nicholas Rodriguez. Rodriguez is the company’s artistic director and choreographer.
DanceCompass’ ongoing residency at MSC is a project of the New Jersey Governor’s Challenge
Grant for Excellence in fine and performing arts programming at the college.
Tickets fot the concerts are $12, $10 and $6. Information regarding individual tickets and group
sale’s discount tickets may be obtained by calling the Box Office at 893-5112.

Hello and welcome to another edition of Nolan's Notes. If
you grew up with Duran Duran in junior high, you can continue
growing with them in college. They’re just as experimental as
they ever were, but the British trio sounds as if they’re going
for a more mature sound. Their lyrics aren’t as cryptic as they
were on previous albums, they actually have meaning. Simon
LeBon sounds as if he took vocal lessons and John Taylor
is taking the bass a little more seriously. Best cuts: “I Don’t
Want Your Love,” “Too Late Marlene,” “Palomino,” and
“Drug.” They will be touring also but (get this!) they’ll announce
their venues two weeks before their designated dates. In other
words, you’ll have two weeks ONLY to get tickets...Still
reviewing...My sweetheart,Anita Baker, has gone mining and
came up with another gem. “Giving You the Best That I Got”
is not the best because I still think there’s more to come. Her
voice is cool, jazzy, and sophisticated. Throughout the album,
you get the impression that she’s singing to you and only you.
Best cuts: ALL!
MINI-NOTES: The Beach Boys “Kokomo” jumps to number
two on the Billboard Hot 100 this week nearly 25 and a half
years after the group first hit the top ten with “Surfin’ USA.”
The Rolling Stones are in second with a span of 21 and a
half years between their first top ten (“Time Is On My Side”)
and their most recent (“Harlem Shuffle”) in 1986...
MINI-NOTES II: Top Northeast promoter, John Scher, and
his Monarch Entertainment company are producing the first
annual Garden State Music Awards to be held Nov. 18 at
the Count Basie Theater in Red Bank. Who are they giving
the awards to? Bon Jovi and Whitney Houston with a lifetime
achievement award to Kool and the Gang?! Pull-ease...The
answer to last week’s trivia question: “Bohemian Rhapsody”
is the Queen song that satirized opera. This week’s question:
Out of all the things he’s done and accomplished, what is the
one thing that Pete Townsend regrets?...Think about it...Until
next week...
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MOTHER GOOSE
AND GRIMM

Two questions w&must ask
ourselves this election year-

1. What man would
make the best
President?... and

2. Why isn't he running?
I

SHOE

BLOOM COUNTY

By Berke Breathed
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Personals
-B.C.-Happy 1 month! Thanks
for Baby K, T.B. & the flowers.
Me and the fish missed ya!
Thanks for being such a wond
erful friend! L.W.
-Is it Eric or Chaka?
-I apologize, T. Black. Love ya
Red. A.K.A. Pinky
-Thank you John & Lynn, we
love it. Love ya for keepin the
dream alive. Tunia
-Jen-I think you wanted to see
the waiter bend over for more
selfish reasons! Mag.
-Zsolt-Sorry we didn’t work
out. I’m glad we got to know
each other. Friends ? Love,
Mag.
-Drug Czar-The road to excess
leads to the palace of wisdom
- waiter? That gentleman will
pay the check! Maggie.
-Kris-No people live in this city.
I checked. Love, Maggie.
-Who’s ready for N.H. ?
-Mr. Turtle, Do you think if we
snored at the same time we
could keep the hotel up ?
-To everyone who attended the
ACP convention, thanks for
bringing me along. I had a blast!
-I think I found the Wizard- and
he gave me a heart-Thanx
Reneta!
-To someone special- let’s grab
a taxi and go to Sears. Do you
think hell wait this time ? What
are you thinking ?

-Hey Mags, your my second
favorite person to sleep with!
Thanks for all the help studying,
Love The Drug Czar.
-Hey C haka, W hether you
know it or not you provided us
with more laughs than Johnny
Carson, we humbly thank you.
-Hey Jen! “Oh my God, he’s an
idiot close the door! Love D.C.
-To Yearbook Ed, I must con
fess if I had to take one more
picture with Joe Piscpoe I was
going to make like Maggs hair
clip and jump-your O.K. any
way, from D.C.

-Raym ie- I ’ve had it with
Bodda-Boom , Bodda-Bing!
You’re such a bad biy...and
thanx for Kermie...Little Vixen.
-Zsolt-where is Tina ?
-Somewhere in Florida!
-Billy- Our bed volleyball team
ruled the Hyatt.
-B.C.-Beer run in two minutes
!! NO PROBLEM the stairs are
around the comer.
-Hi Reneta, another Managing
editor.
-To all potential voters-either
vote Republican or stay at
home.

G AG RE FLE X

-Kris-Pick up that cup. You
could take an eye out! Mint?
Mag.
-Eric, do you feel like a double
stuff?
-Hey Ed, how ya doin.
-Gee, Atlanta’s got a nice li
brary.
-Smoge-Done any intresting
reading lately ?

-Kris-I really think I found a
new friend in you. Our expe
riences in Atlanta won’t be
forgotten. We have to hang out
together more.-Lynn M.C.
-To everyone at the Atlanta
convention: Thanks for your
support during my “thief* crisis.
It was appreciated, even though
I was too dazed at the time to
say so.—Lynn M.C.
-To my little vixen-“I’d like to
read the menu, but that means
I’d have to let go off this
womens hands, and I’m just not
ready to do that yet.”

B y John P aul

-John M.- Thanks for letting me
bend your ear in A tlanta.
Thanks for the advice! Maggie.
-A flip of the hair & wink of
the eye- and of course, the
mouth must be slightly parted.
-Kris & Ray- I’m missing you
guys very much! I loved looking
over to see your shining faces
every morning.

-Mag’s I like your boxer shorts.
-Ray-Tell our respective mates
that we’re running off together.
Can I make sexy lips at you?Lynn M.C.
-Nice bite mark Eric
-Where’s the Farrah guy?
-L.W. Missed you, but it was
worth the wait. B.C.
cont. on p. 20

F or Sale
-Zildjian 20” ride cymbal $110.
Zidjian 15” HiHats with stand
$100. Very good shape. Call
Todd 966-2978.
-Men’s ski boots. Tecnica T.5’s
size 13. Exc. cond. Used twice.
Also Barrercrafters ski rack.
Modeled for large car. Boots
$75. Rack $30. Call Paul at 6335351.
-1980 Honda Accord, red, 5speed, great condition, mostly
highway miles, $800 negiotable.
Please call after 6:00 pm 3341107.
-‘84 Camaro Berlinetta. V/6,
fully loaded, p/s, p/b, a/c, p/
w, p/1, new breaks. Must Sell!
$5,500 or BEST offer. Call Rob
340-4893 after 6 pm.
-1985 1/2 Honda Prelude Si
Classic.
W hite.
Loaded:
A T ,PS,PB ,A C , moon roof,
AM /FM /Cas/Equalizer, alloy
wheels & M ichelin MXVs.
41,000 miles & computerized
service records. $10,250 or best
offer. Contact Dr. Scipione Office: 893-4254. Home: 5488096.
-Furnished Room available
with private bath in Upper Mtc.
home. Within walking distance
of MSC. Rent is $45 p/week
which can be defered for occa
sional babysitting of 8 yr. old
boy. Parking is available. If
interested call 746-4507—
available A.S.A.P.
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cont. from p. 19
-To the AlX pledges-You guys
are great-keep up the good
work-lt is most definately worth
it! AIX the best sorority-Love
you Dianne #64
-Fred-3 to 1 was great. Too bad
it only lasted 3 to 1. Sorry about
the fights. The flowers are
beautiful. Happy 15th month
anniversary. I Love You. Am
I worth all the fighting? Darlene
-Look out MSC! Here comes
the Alpha Eta’s of D.Phi.E!
-Rich-Have I got some pictures
for you! See ya Monday. Mary
-Marc and Rosa-Happy two
year anniversary and many
more. Love Andreea
-Phyllis and Frank-Happy three
anniversary! The best of luck.
Love Andreea
-Dear Russ-You bring me joy
when I’m down. Thank you for
bringing your glowing smile
into my life. Hugs and Kisses,
Michelle
-To Randy-Congratulations. I
knew you could do it so all you
did was prove me right. I am
very proud of you and all of
the positive things that you
stand for. From Pam H.
-Rockin’ Robyn-Are you con
fident? Aggressive? Well make
that love connection, or I will.
Chuck Wollery
-Matt R., Greg, Tizzi, Cheeze,
Chris, John, Jim, M att A.,
Sanjay. Congrats. Love, Broth
ers of Senate
-Dear Russ-Don’t w orry-I’ll
never get tired of you! Love,
Michelle
-Congratulations new Senate
brothers: M.R., M.A., J.D.,
J.R., G.D., C.B., and S.K. I love
you guys P.C. Prez
-Senate we’re proud to be part
of the best. Our brotherhood
will last forever. Fall Pledge
Class ’88
-Studly-What does it take to get
your attention?-L.M.C.
-SIX TIMES!!!!
-Edgar, We rule everyone was
untouchable. Your bald headed
beauty friend Lester
-P-Those infamous three words
keep me hanging on!
-Typesetters - we missed you last
week.
-To the Brothers of Phi Beta
Sigma Frat. Inc., keep up the
good work! From your VicePres. Rick
-Todd—Have a great Birthday!
I’m glad I’m here to indulge in
it with you. Love ya-Caryn
-John...Like oxygen I need your
love.—Hawkmoon 269 U2
-Patrice—You’re the best room
mate EVER!! I love you lots!
Oh, and this time, you watch
out for those guido’s!! Love ya,
Debbie
-Gianni, Hope you have a great
birthday! Love ya, Andrea
-Stef-a-me-Keep your chin up,
things WILL get better!! Be
ware
of
fish
killers,
though!!(You know who you
are—Chris...). I miss you lots!
luv, Lisa
-Mimi—You are the object of
my desire. My obsession! Yours
Truly, Juan.

-Members of Senate: Maybe
you boys should paint over the
tressle and bridge again without
getting caught! -Laughing
-Members of Senate: Watch
out-here comes the cops and
they have your cell ready. Love
inmates.
-M em bers of Senate, Re
member, you have the right to
remain silent.
-Hey Senate, Plead the 5th
-To the TKE A.M.’s. Don’t #!?
up cause 111 bust your humps
like you never saw before. The
Ogar P.Z.#60
-BG-Your the greatest-W hat
more can I say?! (Oh yeah, you
analyze too much.) CEH
-Little Mo-I miss you!
-Patrick-Can you believe it,
that’s right, this one is for you!
Not bad, only 4 years??
-BAB, Thank God we found
your friend. I love you. Marry
me in 4 years. Love Forever,
TDB
-TKE
A .M .-D ave(P IT S )Congratulation on getting the
freshest big bro. in TKE. Your
Big Brother P.Z.60
-Hey Senate, Try Again-You
Bunch of Losers. TKE
-Dawn-I’m glad that you’re my
big sister. I hope we can become
even closer. You’re a real swee
tie! Mary
-D anielle-“ SH O T GU N !!”Guess Who?
-It’s no secret you should all
know the #1 fraternity is Sigma
Phi Rho-Hugga Hugga
-To the potential outcasts-Nov.
18,19,and 20 are the days to
party. Patty, Kim, Joyce and
Stef. I am really psyched to have
you join-that ramp to Blanton
is looking sweet! Evil
-Diane(AIX)-You are beautifulwhy won’t you go out with me?
An Admirer
-Jack, (Ruin My Dope) Ever
need any help with anything
come to me. Big Brother Sprout
PZ#59
-For all the pledges of Phi Alpha
Psi who really wanted itWelcome to the Ranks of Se
nate
-Hi Sheila!! Luv, Your Secret
Pal
-To my Little little Linda, I’m
so proud of you! I can’t wait
for pledging to be over so you
can finally join our tree. Love
always-Your big-big
-Edgar, NAH! Drugs are for
losers. Lester
-Phi Chi Om ega-W ho’s the
snobby one who has to write
those rude comments concern
ing the float building contest?
You could at least identify
yourself. TKE PZ#54
-To Lizzy, Spunky, Potatoehead. You are just too much!
Why don’t you just crawl back
into your hole. FRIEND! I love
ya. Love Spunky #11 Caroline.
-Maybe I missed this fad, but
does everyone have a name for
their hair!
-GIANNI, Don’t worry. I won’t
tell anyone th at it’s your
BIRTHDAY on MONDAY,
November 7th since you don’t
want anyone to know. Love ya,
Me
-Seth-“Sorry! Friends?” -Denise

To Carmen, Congratulations,
LTO Sister. I love you. Now
starts the hard work. Bebe P.S.
Keep strong & it will last forever
-Delta’s-Always a pleasure to
play with gentlemen. See you
again in about three weeks—
WORD. -T K E (Doug)
-Watch out Penn State—the
party crew is coming! Vicky,
Lynn, Samantha, & Debbie
-To my Phi Sig Big/ Pledge
Mom Elaine: How can you be
my Mom & my sister all at the
same time? This must be one
strange relationship! But, I’m
used to strange & I’m glad you
are my Big Sister. Love ya!
“Antigone” P.S. Does this mean
I get to be spoiled?
-To the brothers of Sigma Phi
Rho, thanks for the support!
Love, Lambda Tau Omega
-To my wonderful “Caballeros,”
Thank you and I love you all.
Belinda, “L.T.O.”
-Moancakes—I miss you, loser!
Love you always——Lima.
-Barbara & Staci—Be MEAN!!
Love Jode
-Maria (Greek) and Barb (age
19) WHERE ARE YOU? Love
Jode
-Hi Kel! We’re getting a “baby”!
Yea! But she’ll never be you.
Mary
-Wendy...Where are you? I miss
you! Love Mary (y.b.)
-Gidge—If I didn’t break some
thing, it wouldn’t be a new
semester. Love Jode
-Sigma pledges-the more you
put into it the more you get out
of it. You’re 1/2 way through.
Love Jode
-To my roomies: Eat, drink and
be fat and drunk. The wand
ering is optional. Wendi
-Nicole—Happy Birthday on
Halloween to the hyena laugh
ing freshman. Maybe you’ll get
the present you REALLY
WANT!! Love ya, Lisa & “Popeye”
-Papa—you know how special
you are to me and I hope I am
the same for you. I’ll always be
around for you. Love ya, “Popeye”
-D J—One more month and
counting 29, 28, 27...Have fun!!
Know ya will. Guess who
-To the girls of 201C. Stay as
sweet as you are. Bee.
-A TTEN TIO N
R U SS—T!
Hugs and hello’s for the week-luv Michelle C.M.
-Need someone to talk to? Call
the Drop-In Center at 893-5271
-Tired? Alone? Confused? We’re
here to listen. Call the DropIn Center at 893-5271
-TKE’s are nerds, signed, The
Judges
-Dear Concerned Student: We
didn’t buy your letter, but
thanks for the chuckle. Phi Chi
Omega. P.S. Exactly what are
you concerned about?
-“For the Rev. Martin Luther
King...SING!”
-Diane, I’m happy everything
got out in the open and that
things are relatively normal.
Love you, Doug
-Tom C, Perry D, Mike B~
Ronald Regan is a closet Lib
eral. from “Libral Man”

-Anthony-I really didn’t enjoy
being second fiddle, no actually
third, you do have a girlfriend
ya know.-Purple
-DJ-Nov 22-Watch out Califor
nia, here he cums!!! Your pal,
guess who!
-Anthony-Did you really think
that I’d be THAT easy? From
someone who does have feel
ings!
-A ttention Football Heads,
Better luck next year... You guys
just didn’t want it...
-The challenge has been
issued...Ultimate Anchors!
-To the Dellster, Bon Voyage
Buddy! The Big, Big B, The Gman, and Grand-master C
-“Yeah, Yeah, Montclair!”
-...“Feels So Good”...
-To the F.H. Crew-Can’t believe
it’s not over yet! Congrats on
ECAC. Let’s kick it in Big Red.
I got this feelin’... Ding and
Dong
-Guys, if you are with your girl
you better hold on tight because
she might be sleeping with a
RHO-MAN tonight.
-To Allison-My family and I
love you. My mother loves you
most of all. Looking forward to
dinner. Love, Dave
-Karen-Cheer Up!
-Kristine-You HATE to finally
be legal, and to be yourself
again! BAD party (sobrie
ty?!?!)! And we HATE you!
Queen, Weasel, Dirty, and the
Burn Victim
-To the China couple, Masur,
the clow n, the nerd, and
Rambo. Thanks-the party was
outragous and you guys looked
great! Love Mickey Mouse and
the Devil.
-Chrissy-I know this is going to
be a little late but “HAPPY
B IR T H D A Y ” !! Love youDenise
-Jodi-Cangratulations on your
promotion! We wish you the
best of luck. Love -Denise and
Chrissy.
-MSC soccer team-Congrats on
making the E.C.A.C.’s. Kick A-! Looking forward to kicking
Your A—! The F.H. Crew
-Stacy D.-In 2 days we will take
the biggest steps of our lives.
The last thing I’d like to say to
you as my girlfriend is I LOVE
YOU! BOB
-Elaine~“Mom” is still watch
ing...
-E.L.--Two and one half years?
I must be in love. Always, J.T.
-Andrea, you did a great job
pledging. You made JR and
your mother very proud of you.
Welcome to Iota! Love, Debbie
-To the Quaters God~I had a
great time! (even though I lost)
but, one day you are going to
go down! Marisa
-To my girls Donna & Donya,
Cheer up!! Your luck will turn.
And your POSITIONS will
change, if your know what I
mean! Nate
-Lil’ Amy-be strong, keep smil
ing and try not to get down. I
love ya-Theresa!!
-To Gidge and Marget-When
are we gonna do that family
outing? Love ya, T ’SA.
-Sigma Delta Phi-Since 1947
cause. W.T.F.W.S.!!!

-Boys of 205C, You guy$ are
great neighbors. I’m glad we
met. I hope the rest of the
semester is as great as the last
4 weeks. Love The shortest
-MAMc, Donations of locks'
will be accepted anytime to help
those receding folks, me
-There is no stopping TKE. So
just stop trying-you can’t mess
with perfection
-Von, I have been watching you
from afar—the 7th floor lover
-Congrats Matt R. and Greg.
Welcome to brotherhood.
LYBB Labs
-Dave, Happy 21st birthday. I
love you. Patty
-K .W .A .K .-W ho S.E.D you
are E.D?! How was N orth
Carolina anyway? Just give a
doctors note. Chess King or
Chest King. Love Crazy
Dreams
-L.L.L, the mountains of BUSH
are still waiting for you and you
only—Guess
-Kim, the desk assistant at
Webster, I have been watching
you and I am interested. Are
you? A cute LOVABLE guy
-Kara, Don’t worry, be happy.
Things will soon get better.
S he’ll get her share. Luv—
Meesh, Ve, Dawne, Robin,
Huber
-Erin-Is it true what they say-that “Prison Bars Don’t Serve
Drinks”??!! Maybe we should
ask “The Expert”! Lets bake
that cake, I know where we can
get a GREAT, BIG file!! -luv
Lee
-Trishela-when are we doing
dinner? Miss you, Debela
-Chris M -G ood luck with your
new tires!! Debs
-To Kim the DA in Webster-Smiley P. loves you.-Hitm an
-To Money Making Mike from
the Legion of Doom, “Slow
Down” brother Shawne ain’t no
joke. -H itm an
To Madball go to the mountain
of “Bush” to get paid
-To that HOT chick in career
services—Can you believe that
Monday was a one year mark
for us??? For a couple that we
didn’t think would happen, its
been the best time ever!! Love,
Hey!
-Career Services Chick-Are we
going to Acapulco or What?!!?
Signed interested winter vaca
tioner, (love-Hey!)
-Baby, You can start my engine
anytime. Switch to 4th gear.
Love Always 340
-Hey Lester, Do you do drug’s?
EDGAR
-Greg, Let’s name our first kid
Dudley! Guess Who
-To Muffy - the ride to the
country in my Saab was splen
did. Have your girl call my girl
and will do lunch. Bif.
-Penny loafers, bow ties, check
ered pants, a Bloody Mary, and
my Muffy. Love Bif.
-Jim, Mike and M ike-Frantic
City, pickles, flowers for Needelman, compliments at break
fast, corked peepholes, bounc
ing on beds. Thanks for a great
weekend! Janet
cont. on p. 21
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-SEN A TO R S J .P ., Labs,
Homer, Ace, & Spill. Awesome
McSorleys run Friday, I’m still
wiping & calling safteys. Scrote
-Kim, Kathy, & Randi, I don’t
know about you, but I think we
all need a ROAD TRIP, luv,
Kim
-Trisha-Happy birthday swee
tie!! Love your sis, Chris
-Mary L-Thanks for being a
great roommate! Love ya kid!
I’m dying to get drunk! Michele
-“Bim,” Isn’t there one little
detail that you forgot to let me
in on that Monday night, —me
-The W inter Ball is com 
ing...stay tuned for details.
-To My little, Steph, Krow doog
eht pu peek. Your Big In A.I.X.
-To All of the A.I.X. Pledges,
Good luck you’re half way
through. It is all worth it!
Steph’s Big Sister.
-MOE-MOE, Come va? Ciao
bella! Here’s your personnel.
Now stop complaining. You
better appreciate this. Now am
I going to get mail? From
ROEBLING.
-To our best friend Todd-can
we indulge with you on your
birthday!! You are 20 now—but
are you still growing? Love
Claire and Niki
-Elliot—I have more info to
back-up the theory on Hemmingway...maybe it’s time to get
the fish a “friend. ” We could call
him Norton...!!! Luv, me
-Erin and E ric-I WANT THAT
PICTURE!!! Incriminating ev
idence... How long exactly is an
“OOOO year”? —your roomie
-Flexi & Elaine Powers. Ooh
baby baby! I want you women
now. You are the sexiest ever!
Flexi, are you going to use your
visa card soon? Guess who?
-Smiling Scooter, How about
all those wonders? F/Hatted &
Chinese are on the loose. Watch
out!! From someone you know.
(Gee, I wonder who it is!!)
-Happy Birthday #32! Love ya-nine percenter!!!
-Attention all Riders: Equestri
an Team/club meeting every
Wednesday at 4pm—Blanton
Atrium. Call 783-1954
—Gina M.C.—Where Did you
get those beautiful eyes from.
I wish 1 knew. Signed your
admirer T.
-Erin—Now that Halloween is
over does that mean we have
to take down the Ghoastal
Toe?? Almost time for the real
stuff! love Lee
-Nikki—You are a Greek dream
come true. It was love at first
sight at Homecoming. LoveMr. Greek Admirer
-Mikey if you develop those
pictures I’ll never sleep with you
again
-Ray’m, Good luck on all you
tests and with “little betsy.”
You’re the cutiest doughboy
there is! Lets have a great
weekend. I love you DAWN
“The decatholon champ”
-Hey Monkey, You want to
climb on me?!? Love, Gorilla
-Greg, Girlfriends can be a pain
in the butt. Don’t worry, be
happy. Brian

-Fred—How do I love thee? Let
me count the ways. I love thee
to the depth & breadth & height
my soul can reach, when feeling
out of sight for the ends of being
& ideal grace. Darlene
-Judy, Happy 19th Birthday.
Love, Mary Ann
-Phi Chi Omega—What did you
win? The float contest, or
costume contest. Try building a
folat next time. TKE
-To the purple pickle eater:
Please eat your Vlasic pickles
in moderation because we don’t
want you to provide the fuel for
the next launching of the space
shuttle. Love the Roomies
-To Eddie: Did you just provide
the pickles a n d /o r did you
provide the urge for the crav
ing??? (P.S. How did you bread
your bed???) Love the Roomies
-Bunka I—Three-to-three was
great! Zeta Psi and Alpha Iota
Chi forever. M elon Sours,
8:30am alarm, $40, Dirty danc
ing, the corsage, Harder &
more. Bunka II
-Candy from 5-Just remember,
111 get revenge on your birth
day!!! I’m really glad you came
back to MSC. Love and friends
Barb
-Kathy w /a K-I don’t know
what happened to the last one
but here is another. Miss ya lots
in Bohn!!! We will party soon.
Love ya, Barb
-Dan-We know which football
team is the best. Let’s just ignore
the ones who don’t. Go Dol
phins!! Love, Guess Who?
-LASO Executive Board and
M embers-Here comes Latin
M onth-Yeeeah! Your Latin
Month Coordinator
-Suliana-Perk up and smile, our
lines are full of suprises! Your
roomie-Have a Happy 23rd Birthday
Christina!! Your Friend.
-Larny Love-You are the cool
est dude. Stay cool because that
is what you do best. From
Money Mike
-C ongratulations to John,
John, and Greg-Senate will
NEVER be the same! Love, Mi-Greg-I love you like a pickle!
Love, Rhonda Kay
-TO TH E PLED G ES OF
IOTA: Thanks for making these
three weeks great fun! Mackin
tosh and Porky
-To the D.A. Kelly-I think I’m
falling in love. A 2nd floor
resident.
-Celeste-I love you, you’re the
best. What color weedwacker
do you want??? Let’s chat!!!
Love, your chef, -Jimmy
-A little late, but CONGRATS
LTO sisters. Love Yvonne.
-Dave-Thank you Baby. I had
a great weekend. Moo-Moo
-Banana-Count down is pro
gressing! Uno, dos-twenty-one!
Finally! Happy Birthday! Cuer
vo gold shots-Why not? Survey
says...new man! Love ya-Fly me
-Todd-NO MERGING—Backboard! Rhonda
-Hillary, If the sun refused to
shine I’d still be loving you,
When mountains crumble to the
sea there would still be you and
me. -Doug

-Gianni-HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Go out and get really drunk.
Just make sure that you don’t
make an o th er m istake at
checkers! Love, Your “con
cerned” friend
-Michele-So many men, so little
time! Who’s it going to be: (a)T
(b)Scareface (c)John (d)Amie The Love Counsil
-HAPPY BIRTHDAY Pre
cious! Love, Shnook
-To pledge Kim-You’re doing a
great job-just think in no time
you’ll be busting on pledges!
Luv your perspective big, Ro
chelle
-Samantha and Rich: Thanks so
much for all your help in
accounting. I couldn’t have
done it without you! Love ya,
Deb
-To Nicole Vincent, sweet girl
of mine. I love you very much.
Remember not only the bad
times but also the good times.
Jarteau
-Johnny-Today we make 2
months! Happy Anniversary!
Ramona
-Russ, Clap! Good Song! Let’s
DANCE!!! Love, “ Michelle
My-Bell”
-To My Favorite Rho-Man: I’m
still interested. Can we continue
where we left off? 111 be waiting.
Stay sweet! Penn Station
-Rene-Good luck in pledging
AKPsi. We are with you all the
way. Your big, Stacey
-Debbie Levine-I’m glad you’re
my big sister. I know you’ll help
me to become a good sister in
D.Phi E. Thanx. Love your
little sister.
-Dear Rays Cousin-Who love
ya babe -Ray
-To Alexis: Congrats to you and
good luck. I know you will be
the best at whatever you strive
for. Keep your head up, and
don’t change a bit. Love, Chary.
-Gina-Welcome Home! I’m so
glad that you’re going to Boston
with us. If you ever need an
ything, make sure you ask me!
Love Always, David.
-#52-We love you!
-To the Sigma Sweet hearts.
WE know we are the slyist girls
around. There is no need to
flaunt. “Blue Sweet”
-Delta Kappa Psi: Thanks for
the volleyball gam e~it was
great! We love ya’s!! The Sisters
of Delta Phi Epsilon
-To my little sis Anne: I know
you’ll make a great D—Phi-E
sister. Keep up the good work-pledging will be over before
you know it! Love your big sis,
Chris.
-Gianni—Have a happy birth
day! Love, Renee
-Gianni, Have a great Birthday!
Love ya, Sue
-Beth-You are doing a great
job! After tonight it will be all
over and you will be my litttle!
-Love, Sheila
-Pebbles, You looked real cute
passed out on the bathroom
floor—Drink much? The Girl
with the FULL hair.
-FRANK in Management The
ories at 2:00, You look really
HOT in that leather jacket!
Maybe I could try it on some
time? An Admirer

-Sisters of AIX, This semester
is going great. Lets stick togeth
er and make it even better. I love
my sorority!!! Love, Michelle
-LTO Sister, I’m looking for
ward to a great semester. Love
ya all, Monica
-Lookout MSC—Lambda Tau
Omega is united and strong, and
we’re here to stay!!!
-L T D -I love you all, we did it!
Love, Belinda
-E ric-C om e out, come out
wherever you are! Are you still
alive or are you too busy with
Sheila? Please get in touch with
me. —Your ex but love (still)
-Kelly—I was never too thrilled
about school but you showed
me that I can And friends.
Thanks. Did you fail the Soc.
exam today? -love your Soc.
and Sex Ed. neighbor
-AIX pledges, Stick with it girls,
it is all worth it in the end. Good
Luck! Love Michelle
-To my baby pumkin puss, Just
one more pickle, one more
giggle & one more tickle—I
promise. Love your baby bunny
rabbit
-Eileen D—Don’t be nervous
about tonight! Just remember
that after tonight it will be all
in the past! I Luv Ya! Kelly
-No officer, really, we weren’t
painting the bridge, Honest.
-Maggie-You know, 1 really
can’t stand Kris, why’d she have
to come anyway? I hope I never
get stuck with her in the same
room again, never mind sit on
a bed next to her-Lynn M.C.
-Don’t risk America’s future on
an inexperinced “tax & spend
liberal.” Vote Bush. Concerned
citizen (PDV).
-Rob T.-Let’s get Gary on our
side. I know we can convert him
into a liberal scumpig. Vote
Dukakis ^ ¡-L y n n M.C.
-Jen-That last dance, I still owe
you.
-To Janine-Only 1 year & 7
months away. I love you even
though you go to William
Paterson (Ha Ha). Perry.
-Evelyn- H appy Birthday.
From Perry, Barbara, Matt,
and Tommy.
-I.H.J.C. meeting on Tuesday.
-Weez-Just saying Hi - No non
verbal message here! Guess ?
-Bambina- Voglio dirti, Grazie
per tutto! Bambino.
-Bambina- Chiudi tuoi occhi, e
baciami. Bambino.
-Jennifer-L ook at them!
Sttoopp! Make them Sttoopp!I
call it! Kris.
-Mags- I thought I left you in
Atlanta... Kris
-Lynn - I think you’re the nicest
person, you’re so cute and I’ll
be your best friend...Kris. “Did
you hear about Lynn ? I can’t
believe it, she’s such a —”
-To everyone who went to
Atlanta-after living with all of
you for almost a week, I’ve
decided one thing - 1 don’t like
any of you! With love, your
friend, K. (Tigger)
-Maggie of the Neverending
Legs and Jen the Preemie—you
guys were a blast. When can we
take the remedial course, sec
tion 102?—Lynn M.C.

-Lynn-tnanks for the overwhelming amount of personals!
Turtle.
-Who was that person who kept
climbing over balacony walls ?
-Let’s party in Room 1525!
-John M.-Thanks for pushing
me onto the floor! Sleepy.
-Hide the Herman anyone ?
-Has anyone seen the breakfest
with Coke poster ?
-Next year it’s bird hunting at
the Hyatt.
-H ELP, our toilet paper is
missing!!!
-No it’s not, it’s out the window!
-To the photo people who lost
their camera bags for an hourdon*t worry, be happy.
-Slam dance much Chaka ?
-To the people who where
arrested on the streets of
Atlanta- Need an attorney, call
Mr. Turtle, Esq.
-Breakfest at Le Pepe’s ruled.
Two plates for me.
-Watching fat people dance is
kind of fun.
-To the person who is kind of
my friend- Do some work.
-To the editor who ate so much
at the pasta place- are you
hungry or what, or do you just
want water.
-Maggie (never ending legs)- do
truck drivers always stare at
your legs ?
-Did anyone notice the person
who fell at CNN ?
-To the Gobot dancer- dancing
on escalators that don’t move
is just so much fun.
-To the sorry persons who had
to walk up so many stairs (120)
to buy some tickets.
-Duran Duran anyone, please!
-The question that was never
answered is : Does their exist
baby pigeons?
-Want to meet girls-buy a pizza
at a convention.
-How many more years Tom?
-To my Turtle-I love you and
I didn’t. I can’t tell you anything
else. There’s nothing in my
pocket this time-Squibble
-Sure.
-Juliana-Life is full of surprises,
perk up.
-Don’t dream it, be it.
-If I only knew what you where
looking for?
-Thanks Bernadette- I had a
great vacation. Love ya Juls.
-To Perry-W e want more
money!!!!!
-To Rob T.- I’m sorry about the
headline, but how can I be
discrete about a man in a
negligee. Lynn.
-If we find one more half empty
soda can in the office, we are
going to have a recycling drive.
-Look-out yearbook here comes
the staff of the Montclarion.
-Kris- Kermie Jr. will soon be
turned over to the bio. dept.
-What do you mean Jostens
isn’t paying ?
-I want M&Ms Tina.
-Those goldfish sure do look
yummy.
-God, I’m tired of writing
personals.
-Typesetters-here’s another one
for you.
-Bennigan’s Friday night at 9 ?
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Field burning opposing
deepbacks with ease
By Mary Carlomagno
Staff Writer________________
Montclarion Athlete of the
week, Amod Field, is leading
the Indians in receptions and
has caught 26% of the team’s
total pass completions.
S tatistics are com m only
thought to be the best measure
of an athletes’ capabilities. But
Field contends they are not
conclusive about the overall
ability of the player. He stated,
“Stats don’t always show every
-thing about a player. I prefer
to let the stats take care of
themselves, so I can be the best
player I can at all times.”
Field, who is in his third year
at MSC, feels that he possesses
the experience and leadership to
make the Indians a winner.
“I know what we need to get to
the playoffs,” he stated.
Although the playoffs are
now almost a physical impos
sibility for the Indian tribe this
year, Field remains positive for
the future of the team.
“The Trenton loss was a
discouraging one. We are a
better football team then them

Amod Field
and We should have won. Even
if they had talent, we knew we
were better,” Field explained.
Field was recruited from
Passaic High School in 1985,
where winning was a tradition.
The team won three state titles
during Field’s career.
Winning is something that
seems to come naturally to the
talented receiver. He said “I’m
used to winning. But what’s
important now is to stay hung
ry, stay intense and look for
ward to next year.”
With two games left in the
season, the Indians, according

to Field, are faced with two
choices. “We can either play
even harder, or we can mope
around about our losses.”
The togetherness in the Indi
an tribe will be the focal point
for the rest of the ^8 season.
“We win as a team, we lose as
a team. We’re not quitters. Now,
our goal is to blowout the next
two teams.”
Leadership quality of this
veteran player will be a key in
future success. “Next year, we
have a lot of great people
coming back, including a very
talented group of young players
with an inspiring future. I feel
I can show these younger play
ers what it takes.”
The Indian winning tradition
is something that Field feels he
will be able to successfully pass
down. “It’s like a business,
everyone must do their job.” he
explained. He sees his task as
being a leader who keeps the
“team up and going.”
As far as the rest of the
season, Field , who is in con
tention for All-American ho
nors, wants to “continue to play
good, hard football.”

Saturday vs. Drew

Soccer team to
host E C A C same
To add to it’s already success
ful year, MSC set and is build
ing upon another record. Oh the
The MSC soccer team, at the October 22, the Indians regis
end of one of its best years in tered their eighth shutout of the
the history of the sport at the year, breaking the old record of
college, will host the First round seven set in 1974. Since then,
of the Eastern Collegiate Athlet the Indians have recorded two
ic Conference Championships. more shutouts, giving them ten
The game will be Saturday night on the year.
at 6:00 pm at Sprague Field.
Helping MSC along the way
The Indians, who enter the have been two outstanding
tournament as the Number Two freshmen forwards: John Rubiseed will play Drew University netti and Kevin Pladl are lead
for the right to play in the ing the Indians after 19 games
championship game on Sunday in goals and points.
at 1:00 p.m.
Rubinetti has nine goals and
The other semi-final contest six1assists for a team leading 24
will take place at Rutgers- points. Teammate Pladl has
C am den between R utgers- been burning things up in the
Camden, the number one seed short time he has played. Start
and the New Jersey Institute of ing as a defender, Pladl was
Technology. The site for the moved to forward and has
championship will be held at the played a total of ten games. In
highest seeded school in the those ten games however, Pladl
game.
has knocked in an IndianAt 13-3-3, MSC has already leading ten goals and three
tied the school mark for victo assists for 23 points.
ries in a season. The last time
MSC will finish out its reg
an Indian squad won 13 games ular season schedule this week
was back in 1968 and 1969, when it plays FDU-Madison
when the Indians finished 13- Thursday. The game begins at
1 and 13-2 respectively.
8:00.
By Bryan Morytko
Staff Writer

CLUB Presents:
One Show Only!
Nov.7th,
Monday
9 pm .
St. Ctr. Blrms.
$1 w /ID
$1.50 w /o ID

Win A
TheatreSize Poster!

ìom nam s

A wonderful ,
new comedy

,Club is a Class I of SGA

_______ sports

Warner shouldn’t
90 to the videotape?
By K enny P e c k
Crying Wolf

Warner Wolf, who does sports for Channel 2 News, is a boob.
On any given night during the hockey season, you 11 find Wolf preaching about how players
should be thrown out of a game if they drop their gloves to fight. He seems to feel that the
league would pass this rule if they really wanted to stop the fighting that goes on. He says this
rule would curb the violence which is currently plaguing the league, but since the fights are part
of the attraction, they continue.
Fine. He’s right. It probably would deter many players from fighting. But then Warner Wolf
goes on to show clips from fights that took place throughout the league that night, and sometimes
doesn’t even bother to give us the scores of the games. Wolf himself is promoting hockey in the
same light that he is preaching against.

Dallas invades N.Y.

New Yankee manager Dallas Green has done it already.
First he says the Yankees probably aren’t going to re-sign Tommy John because of his age
(45). Then he says that “nobody (on the Yankees) is untouchable”, meaning that if the right offer
came along the team would have no problem trading Don Mattingly.
The remark concerning John will get him nowhere with George Steinbrenner, who happens
to like Tommy John a great deal and probably won’t take too kindly to Green writing John
off in October. Green’s remarks about Mattingly won’t be received well by the New York fans,
who would rather see Green go before most players on the team.

At tile Meadowlands

This week, our staff presents their selections for Saturday’s Breeders’

Cup races:

Bryan M orytko
Gulch
Open Mind
Winning Colors
Bet Twice
Easy Goer
Indian Skimmer
Alysheba

Ian Saarmann
Gulch
Seattle Meteor
Personal Ensign
Mill Native
Fast Play
Fijar Tango
Forty Niner

Event
Sprint
Juvenile Fillies
Distaff
Mile
Juvenile
Turf
Classic

Kenny Peck
Mining
Seattle Meteor
Personal Ensign
Posen
Easy Goer
Sunshine Forever
Cutlass Reality

T rivia T im e-O u t
Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports
questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia.
In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered
in the following issue.
If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper,
drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student
Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer
will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for
submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1. W hat is J oe P epitone credited with introducing to
baseball clubhouses?
2. W hat does a track m an mean by “P B ”?
3. W hat did former major league righthander Truman
Clevenger answer to?
4. W hat school did B ob C ousy head o ff to coach follow ing
his retirement from the NBA?
5. H ow m any team s m ade up the N B A in its inaugural
1949-50 season?

uojsoa ‘p fxaj, •£ ijsag j b u o s j o j

•¿I S^891103

isj3A.jp jibh "I : s j s a a s u v

Answer to last week’s stumper:
W hat driver, seeking his third straight Indianapolis 500
title, died in a pileup while in the lead on the 57th lap
in 1955? Bill V ukovich.

Submitting the correct answer was:
Jennifer Stelevich.

This week’s stumper:
W hat’s an N H L goalie’s goal-against average if he yields
four goals in 80 minutes?

Cioffi’s ‘ business-type9
attitude key to success
By Mary Carlomagno
Staff Writer

"-—SKI PACKAGE SALE—

_ _ * Complete Packages. .

r* SKIS • BOOTS
* BINDINGS «POLES

^$99^10 $199?°
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* Transportation * Taxes

S Days/7 Nights

FLORIDA

* Transportation * Taxes

SPRING BREAK ’89

Ft. Lauderdale/Oaytona Beach

5139.

Ocean Front
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Transportation Options
Motorcoach $109.00 Jet Flights $199.00
Nights
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MEXICO
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$479.
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w

BAHAMAS
REEP0RT
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JAMAICA
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Ocean Front
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«

8 Days/7 Nights

Negril

• Standard
Deluxe
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Junior outside linebacker
Paul Cioffi is presently leading
the Indians in sacks and tackles.
Cioffi, with 100 tackles and 14
sacks, has an outside chance of
breaking the 1981 team record
.of 142 tackles set by AllAmerican Sam Mills.
“I plan to just take it one
game at a time.” stated Cioffi.
He believes that this record will
be attainable in time.
Although considered a jun
ior, Cioffi has two more years
of eligibility with the Indians.
At this point, he is undecided
about playing the next two
seasons. However, he admits
that no final decisions have been
made and that he is “leaving all
options open.”
Cioffi, a strong defense lead
er, plays with high intensity and
determination. He possesses a
“take care of business ” attitude
on and off the field. He feels
this is successful in “controlling
the tempo of the game.”
He stated “This season, I feel
our offense has been giving our
defense a rest. The offense has
been able to move the ball, put
points on the board, and chew
up big amounts of time.”
The emphasis on unity in the

Paul Cioffi
Indian tribe is very clear to this
defensive leader. “If our offense
plays the way it is capable of,
then the defense will take care
of their job. When the two are
working together, we are un
stoppable,” he explained.
Although the Indians suf
fered a big loss on Saturday,
virtually eliminating them from
the playoffs, Cioffi still main
tains his optimistic attitude. The
Indians now must re-think their
goals for the rest of the season.
“It was a big let-down, but
now we just want to concentrate
on having an 8-2 season,” Cioffi
said of the Trenton loss.
At the beginning of the sea
son, Cioffi had two goals: to win
the national championship, and
to break the Mills record.
“It’s more important to get

back on a winning note, to
bounce back. The Trenton State
loss was only one football game.
We can’t live our lives in the
shadow of one loss,” Cioffi
continued.
Experience and depth will be
a determining factor in future
Indian success. Cioffi feels that
the Indians possess a unique
characteristic, in the sense that
“when things get bad, we have
the guys that will pull the team
back together.”
The Indian defense and of
fense are strong, which is fun
damental for a solid football
team. “We have the basis for
winning. Our defense and offense
have a sort of unwritten pact.
We pride ourselves on our
business-type attitude.”
The idea of team success is
reflected in Cioffi’s winning
attitude. “If you feel you played
a good game and the team wins,
you’re fulfilled. But, when the
team doesn’t win, you can’t feel
totally fulfilled,” he explained.
As for the rest of the season,
Cioffi has three goals: to enjoy
the game, to finish with an 82 season, and to take a poke
at the Mills record.
He concluded by simply stat
ing, “I love to play football.
When the game is over, I still
want to play.”

e

Soccer team hosts EC A C ’s Saturday
A m od Field-A thlete of the Week
Paul Cioffi means business
Let's go to the videotape

p.22
p. 22

p.23
p. 23

Trenton St. crushes M SC hopes, 23-21
Jersey C ity I NJA C football standings
up n ext fo r
6-2 Indians
Conference O verall
By Bryan Morytko
Staff Writer
The Indians take on the
Jersey City State (JCSC)Gothic
Knights this Saturday in what
should prove to be a blowout.
In the series between the two
schools, MSC holds a 19-0
record and a 760-124 point total
advantage.
The Gothic Knights are led
in their offense by three differ
ent quarterbacks, Joe Steven
son, Hasan Perkins and fresh
man sensation Ronny James.
Perkins has started three games,
while Stevenson and James
have started two games each.
James will probably start on
Saturday due to his outstanding
performance against William
Paterson, in which he earned
New Jersey Athletic Conference
offensive rookie of the week
honors. James also caught eight
passes for 178 yards, threw for
91 more on six completions (10
attempts), ran for 34 yards on
16 carries, including a 22-yard
kickoff return- a total of 325
yards of offense.
Freshmen Donald Spencer
(wide reciever) and Bruce Ro
berts (tight end) are likely to be
the major targets for the young
JCSC squad. Spencer has eight
catches for 167 yards, while
Roberts has 59 yards on seven
receptions as they lead the weak
receiving corps.
Defensively, JCSC is led by
senior linebacker Todd Dow,
who has already racked up 97
tackles. Behind him are Derryk
Sellers and Joe Nardone.
Sellers, a senior defensive
end, has 53 tackles, five sacks
and five fumble recoveries.
Nardone also a freshman, has
37 tackles and four sacks.
Ed Baffige will attempt to
lead the Indians to victory
following last week’s disap
pointing loss to Trenton State
College. Look for him to hit his
favorite recievers Amod Field
and John Fiore.
As for the Indian running
game, MSC will look for the
“Pony Express” backfield of
Dan Walsh, Mike Codella and
Scott Vega to rack up some big
yardage.

Team

R eco rd

4-0

7-1

MSC

3-1

6-2

'3#'
2-2
2-3
2-3 •
0-5

By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor_______________

R eco rd

Trenton St.
Ramapo
Glassboro St.
Kean
WilliamPaterson
Jersey City St.

L o ss hurts chances fo r
N J A C title, N C A A b id

5-2
4-4
3-5
3-5
2-6

-,

Last week's results;

Trenton State 23, MSC 21
Glassboro 27, Kean 7
William Paterson 29, Jersey City St. 14
■

■ •

Friday's games

Kean at Trenton St
William Paterson at Glassboro St.
Saturday's game

I MSC at Jersey City St.

Trenton State running back
Steve Ware rushed for 257 yards
and a touchdown to lead the
Lions to a 23-21 win over the
Indians Saturday.
The loss severely jeopardizes
the MSC’s chances for both a
N ational Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) playoff
bid and the New Jersey Athletic
Conference (NJAC) title. The
Lions, who beat MSC for the
first time since 1980, now need
only to win one of their remain
ing two games to secure the
conference championship.
The Lions got on the board
first when Darin Roberts scored
on a quarterback keeper five
minutes into the game. The
extra point gave TSC a 7-0 lead.
MSC struck back when quar
terback Ed Baffige hit split end
Amod Field for a 33-yard
scoring strike. Tony Colasurdo’s extra point knotted the
game at seven.
The Indians took a 14-7 lead
in the second quarter when
senior running back Mike Co
della ran for a 27-yard score.

On the ensuing kickoff, Bill
Gee first faked a handoff, then
ran 90 yards for a Lion touch
down and a 14-14 tie at halftime.
After a scoreless third period,
TSC took a two point lead
courtesy of an unusual play.
Lion placekicker Billy Do'noghue had a 33-yard field goal
attempt partially blocked, and
the ball rolled toward the Indian
end zone. MSC’s Lance Luca
relli then picked up the ball and
was tackled in the end zone by
TSC’s John Horner for a safety
and a 16-14 Lion lead.
TSC extended the margin to
22-14 when Ware broke loose
for a 44-yard touchdow n
scamper. The extra point by
Donoghue made it 23-14.
MSC answered back with a
touchdown of its own when
Dan Walsh scored on a fiveyard run. Colasurdo added the
extra point, and with 8:43 left
to play, the score was 23-21.
The Indians had a chance to
take a lead, as they got the ball
back with over four minutes
remaining, but a Baffige pass
was intercepted. TSC was able
to run out the final minutes to
preserve the win.

Men’s basketball team may
have found the right chemistry
By Ian Saarmann
Staff Writer
The 1988-89 MSC men’s bas
ketball team is taking a positive
approach to the upcom ing
season.
The Indians were 3-20 last
year, but are hoping to improve
trough hustle and teamwork.
Coach Ollie Gelston is entering
his 21st season at MSC, and he
sees a few ways in which the
Indians Can improve.
“Any successful team needs to
do three things to win ball
games. First, we must be able
to share the ball. Passing is vital
to running the offense,” he said.
“We must play great defense.
However, almost more impor
tant than any of those things is
the kids should all be friends on
and off the court,” Gelston
continued. “Many times it’s not

the team with the most talent
that wins, but the team that has
a lot of confidence and who
believes in each other.”
This year’s version of the
Indians will be led by senior
captain Mike W egrzyniak.
Wegrzyniak is the only senior
on the team and he will be
expected to use his experience
in helping out the younger
players.
Wegrzyniak will be at one
forward spot, while a host of
other players will battle for the
other starting position. Junior
W ilbert Jones, junior Greg
Gilmore and sophomore Vin
cent Gulbin will all get plenty
of playing time at forward.
There will also be a lot of
competition for the guard posi
tions. Coach Gelston feels that
the point gaurd spot is a vital
part of the team and must show -

the most improvement. He’ll
have many players to choose
from as sophomore Edward
White, junior Patrick Brunner
and junior Eric Newman return
from last year’s squad.
Brunner started last year for
the Indians and was second on
the team in scoring at a 6.5
points per game clip. White led
the team in three point field goal
percentage at 45.5%.
The center position is a strong
point with Chris Albertson
returning. Albertson was the
teams leading scorer and re
bounder last year. He averaged
7.8 pts per game and he had 111
rebounds. Sophomore Chris
Bornstad also returns at the
center position.
Added to the list of returning
players are an impressive group
of freshm an. Gaurds Mike
Fitzgerald and Russell Mur

dock join the team and add
depth at their positions. Fresh
man forwards Lamont Halsey,
Jeff Kowalchuck and Timothy
Liddy will also help out as the
season progresses.

Field Hockey team in
ECAC playoffs
The MSC field hockey
team grabbed the fourth seed
position for the Eastern
College Athletic Conference
playoffs, which will be held
at Sprague Field.
The Indians (8-9) will play
the second game of the semi
final doubleheader Saturday
at 3:00 p.m. The first game
will be at 12:00 p.m. between
Kean and FDU-Madison.
The winner of each game will
meet on Sunday to decide the
championship.
\

